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Abstract 

All cancers occur due to changes in the DNA, in a biological setting defined as mutations. 

This may lead to uncontrolled cell growth, which in turn might result in a tumor. There exist 

different types of DNA mutations, ranging from nucleotide specific point mutations, to 

translocations of DNA regions and copy number aberrations (CNA). A CNA is defined as a 

loss or a gain of a genomic region and may span narrow regions affecting only a few 

nucleotides, to involving millions of base pairs, even encompassing whole chromosomes. 

Some tumor types have been shown to exhibit specific mutation types more frequently than 

other tumor types, with certain tumor types harboring more point mutations rather than 

CNAs, and vice versa. Breast cancer is a tumor type characterized by extensive CNAs.  

The CANCAN study (Cancer specific copynumber alteration analysis) is an ongoing study at 

the Institute of Cancer Research OUS with the aim of developing a diagnostic method for 

detection of high-level CNAs (i.e. genomic regions with a high number of extra copies) in 

tumors. The method is based on a customized targeted sequencing panel assessing 1536 

different genomic regions, with potential application to a range of different tissue materials, 

including formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissue, liquid biopsies and fresh frozen 

tumor tissue. New technology now allows for an expansion of this panel to include additional 

regions. The aim of this study is to find new candidate regions that could be incorporated into 

an expanded sequencing panel through systematic statistical analysis. Here we present a 

systematic method for selection of optimal candidate regions based on an analysis of 1064 

DNA copy number profiles obtained from breast carcinomas from The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA).  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Cancer biology 

1.1.1 Introduction to breast cancer 
With almost 2.1 million new cases world wide every year, breast cancer is the most common 

malignant disease among women (1). In Norway there were approximately 3568 new cases 

diagnosed in women in 2017. In 2018 the five-year relative survival for breast cancer was 

90.7% and 15-year survival 78.3% (2). Breast cancer is diagnosed through “triple 

assessment”, a combination of clinical examination, radiological imaging (mammography, 

ultrasonography) and pathology/fine needle biopsy. Treatment is based on national guidelines 

according to stage and TNM-classification (3) and includes surgery, radiation therapy, 

chemotherapy, endocrine treatment and targeted therapy, either alone or in combination. 

1.1.2 Cancer genomics 
All cancers occur due to changes in the DNA of cells. There are a number of functions and 

characteristics in a cell that can be modified in such a way that a cell turns malignant. Ten 

hallmark processes driving the processes from altered cell to a malignant tumor have 

previously been described (4), see Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: 10 hallmarks of cancer as illustrated by Weinberg (2011) (4) 
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One of these hallmarks is “genome instability and mutation” due to defects in genome 

maintenance and repair systems. These defects might lead to genomic aberrations that alter 

the expression of certain genes and proteins which in turn can change the phenotype and thus 

the properties of a given cell. Cancer development is regarded as a stepwise process where 

accumulations of alterations leads to increase in cell numbers and advantageous biological 

traits that make them more competitive, see Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Stepwise development of cancer illustrated by Stratton (5). 

 

There are different types of changes in DNA that lead to a malign change of phenotype, 

broadly divided into point mutations and copy number aberrations (CNAs). The unveiling of 

the cancer genome has been a gradual process following technological advancements within 
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the field (6), see Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Time line showing key events in the investigation of the cancer genome illustrated by Stratton (6) 

 

Gross chromosomal abnormalities were discovered by the use of light microscopy as early as 

the end of the 19th century (7). With the introduction of cytogenetics in the mid 20th century, 

chromosomal translocations and copy number abnormalities could be identified (8). The 

technology revealed recurrent rearrangements of specific genomic regions within certain 

cancer types. With sequencing technology, and in particular Sanger sequencing (9), that 

became available in the 1980s, disruptions of genes were discovered in the proximity of many 

of these rearranged regions but also identified point mutations in genes. The next major 

advancement in technology, array based assays such as comparative genomic hybridization 

(CGH), made it possible to discover new driver cancer genes and copy number changes at a 

higher resolution than with cytogenetics. The draft of the human DNA sequence in 2000 

facilitated the sequencing of most coding exons, also giving a massive insight into somatic 

base substitutions and small indels (an insertion or deletion of bases) and their prevalence. 

This was followed by a revolutionary shift in technology with the introduction of “massive 

parallel sequencing”.  This allowed for a larger part of the genome to be sequenced within a 

much shorter time span, and the newest versions of the technology is referred to as “next 
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generation sequencing” (NGS). With the introduction of this technology, the availability and 

areas of application as well as feasibility has seen a dramatic change.  

The number and distribution of the different types of DNA alterations (mutation types) tends 

to differ between different tumor types (4). Breast cancer is characterized by having many 

CNAs (10). CNAs include deletions, amplifications, inversions, tandem duplications, 

translocations and more complex rearrangements (11). The mechanisms underlying many of 

these CNA types are not fully understood, but DNA double strand breaks combined with 

erroneous repair and replication mechanisms are central. Some situations can lead to high-

level amplifications of smaller DNA regions. Genes in such regions will thus be transcribed at 

an erroneously high level often leading to extreme protein expression, which makes them 

clinically relevant. As an example; one of the most relevant high-level amplifications in breast 

cancer are on the long arm of chromosome 17 where the gene c-erbB2/HER2 resides. This 

occurs in about 15% of all tumors and is correlated to high expression of the HER2 protein 

which give a growth-stimuli to the cell. Patients diagnosed with HER2 gene amplification 

and/or overexpression of the protein will be offered targeted HER2 therapy that stop signaling 

and thus inhibit further proliferation of the cells.  

1.1.3 DNA analysis 
There are a number of different technologies used to analyze DNA aiming at identifying 

alterations in the tumor cell genome. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) uses 

fluorescently labeled sequence-specific DNA probes and their attachment to the DNA is 

resolved with visual inspection through light microscopy where one can locate the positions 

of specific DNA sequences on chromosomes  (12). Since there is a limit to how small the 

distance between two points can be to be distinguished in a microscope, the resolution of 

FISH is at best in the range of tens of thousands of kilobases. Due to low resolution and visual 

inspection, FISH has mainly been used for detecting chromosomal gains, losses or fusions 

/translocations.  

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) compares DNA fragments from a test sample 

with a reference sample, typically tumor DNA and normal reference DNA (13). In many 

assays, both samples are labeled by fluorescence, but with different colors, typically green for 

normal DNA and red for tumor DNA. The samples are mixed and competitively hybridize to 

metaphase chromosomes. Depending on the color outcome of the labeled test DNA relative to 
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that of the reference DNA, the color and intensity of the signal identifies copy number 

changes which can be linearly plotted across each chromosome. Due to low resolution, only 

aberrations larger than 5-10 megabases are discovered. With array CGH (aCGH), see Figure 

4, the basic methodology is the same, but the chromosomes are chopped into pieces and 

hybridized to probes deposited on a solid plate in an orderly fashion (microarrays). That 

makes it possible to read thousands of light intensities and hence scan a large part of a 

genome for copy number changes precisely and simultaneously, with a higher resolution than 

normal CGH. A disadvantage is still the need for a reference sample, the resolution is not very 

high and structural rearrangements cannot be identified. 

SNP-arrays, see Figure 4, represent a different type of DNA microarrays, in the case of 

Affymetrix SNP 6.0 (14), used for analysis of the tumor samples used in this study, an array 

contains approximately 1.8 million markers representing positions throughout the genome, 

including more than 900 000 SNPs. By including regions in the probes with nucleotides with 

a natural variation in the population (single nucleotide polymorphisms; SNPs), SNP-arrays 

are able to measure allele-specific amplifications and deletions (15). The probes in each 

marker, or spot, consists of 25 base pairs which are complementary oligonucleotides to parts 

of DNA of interest. The DNA sample is fragmented, fluorescently labeled and applied to the 

array as single strand DNA. Non-specific bonding sequences are washed off so only strongly 

paired strands remain. The presence of fluorescence for each probe is detected with lasers, 

converting the reflected light intensity into a number. The intensity of the signal from each 

spot depends on the amount of target sample having bonded to the probes of each spot and 

thus reflect the DNA copy number. The comprehensive data from all spots are stored as CEL-

files. Since there is no reference DNA, the light intensities read from the microarray are 

relative quantities and extensive computer processing is necessary to derive amplifications 

and deletions. 
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Figure 4: The fundamental concept of two widely used arrays: aCGH and SNP-array. Picture copied from (16) 

 

The selected methods mentioned so far use fragmented DNA and match regions of DNA by 

hybridization to detect presence, absence and amount of a given sequence/fragment. With 

sequencing, the bases in the DNA fragments are actually read. The first technology for 

sequencing was Sanger sequencing (9). Single stranded DNA-templates, amplified with PCR 

are divided into four separate sequencing reactions in four pipes, each containing one of the 

four dideoxynucleotides (ddNTP), all the standard deoxynucleotides and a DNA-polymerase. 

The ddNTP lack the OH-group needed for elongation and will terminate the chain. In addition 

the ddNTP are labelled radioactively or fluorescently. Start- and stop positions for 

polymerization are defined by primers. During polymerization, ddNTP will stop the 

polymerization at all position across the four reactions, creating sequences of all lengths from 
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start to stop. With electroforesis the sequences are separated by length in each pipe, making it 

possible to read which ddNTP has terminated at each position. This method is accurate and 

although it is slow, it has been the fundament for many of the major discoveries of the 

genome up until 20 years ago. 

Massive parallel sequencing and next-generation sequencing (NGS) represented therefore a 

shift in paradigm for sequencing as it allows for millions of DNA fragments to be sequenced 

in parallel, capturing both point mutations and CNAs. The idea was first published in 1981 

(17). There are different methods for reading the base pairs, but the basic principle is to 

fragment the DNA into random pieces, spread the fragments on a surface, amplify them and 

perform individual sequencing reactions in parallel. The fragmented sequence signal is 

transferred to a base sequence and datafiles will contain millions of reads that can be 

reassembled on basis of their overlapping regions and the match with a reference genome. 

This can be done for the whole genome (WGS), on exome-level or for a selection of DNA 

regions (targeted sequencing). Since protein-coding exons make up a small part of the 

genome, approximately 1%, combining NGS with technologies that extract these subsets of 

DNA sequencing, so called targeted sequencing, allows for sequencing of thousands of 

individual cancers at lower cost and time. The technology is also well suited for RNA 

sequencing. 

The type of genome alterations detectable by NGS is illustrated in Figure 5. The technological 

development has been a prerequisite for the increase in knowledge about the cancer genome, 

and the data input used in this study wouldn’t be feasible without NGS. 
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Figure 5: Types of genome alterations that can be detected by second-generation sequencing as illustrated by 

Meyerson (18) 

 

1.1.4 Circulating tumor DNA and liquid biopsy 
Up until recently, only tissue samples from primary tumors and/or metastases have been 

analyzed. In recent years, so-called liquid biopsies have become more prominent. Circulating 

cell-free DNA (cfDNA) can be detected in blood and other body fluids, and is presumed to be 

released from cells via active secretion and apoptosis (19). Normally, cfDNA has a half-life of 

16 minutes with normal clearance, dependent on nuclease action and renal excretion. Half-life 

of cfDNA could increase about 10 times in association with lipids or proteins. In healthy 

people there are about 1-10 ng/ml of cfDNA in blood. In a malignant state it can increase to 

50-100 ng/ml and make up 3-90% of the total in blood (19). Liquid biopsy is a new concept 

of cancer diagnostics where circulating tumors cells (CTCs) or circulating tumor-derived 

factors, especially cell-free tumor DNA (ctDNA) are detected in blood or other body fluids 

such as urine and bone marrow (20). As ctDNA is derived from tumor cells and the half-life is 

so short, a positive measurement reflects presence of tumor cells somewhere in the body. It 

can therefore be used to detect minimal residual disease (MRD) i.e. the presence of tumor 

cells in patients without clinical or radiological signs of metastasis or residual tumor cells 

remaining after therapy (20). Detection of ctDNA can also be important for molecular 

diagnostics when tumors are difficult to biopsy.  By monitoring blood for the presence of 
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ctDNA after treatment for cancer, one could potentially detect recurrence at an earlier stage 

than with current diagnostic methods. The most common way to identify ctDNA is to extract 

cfDNA form blood plasma, sequence the fragments and look for somatic mutations. A major 

challenge is the sensitivity of such tests; as ctDNA is just representing a small fraction of the 

total cfDNA. One way to increase the sensitivity would be to look for somatic DNA copy 

number alterations and in particular the high-level amplifications. As mentioned earlier, 

CNAs are common in breast cancer, so a targeted NGS assay looking for regions often 

amplified in breast cancer would in theory represent an option for a sensitive test for ctDNA 

detection.   

The low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of ctDNA/cfDNA can make it hard to detect ctDNA. The 

depth, or coverage, in DNA sequencing is the number of unique reads that include a given 

nucleotide in the reconstructed sequence (21). When analyzing cfDNA, the dilution of ctDNA 

makes coverage an important factor. It is necessary to increase the accuracy by sequencing a 

large number of times to be able to distinguish between sequencing errors and true SNPs. Due 

to the need for deep sequencing, technologies like FISH and Sanger sequencing are not suited 

for the task. Targeted sequencing panels have a high coverage in selected areas and are able to 

measure allele-specific amplifications and deletions by using SNPs in the probes. 

1.2 Tailored molecular diagnostics  

1.2.1 The CANCAN project 
The CANCAN study (Cancer specific copynumber alteration analysis) is an ongoing project 

at the Department of Cancer Genetics, Institute of Cancer Research, OUS, focused at 

developing a targeted DNA sequencing assay for NGS analysis detecting copy number 

aberrations in cancer samples. Traditional copy number analyses rely on platforms assessing 

hundreds of thousands of individual DNA regions for construction of copy number profiles. 

The CANCAN approach in contrast only utilizes sequencing reads from 1536 selected 

genomic regions to construct copy number profiles (CANCAN panel). The panel is designed 

for the Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform, and the regions are selected to cover recurrently 

amplified regions in breast cancer and to include SNPs that commonly harbor a heterozygous 

genotype. The CANCAN study has several aims; 1) build a panel capturing recurrent 

amplified genomic regions in breast cancer, 2) build a novel data analysis pipeline designed 

for construction of copy number profiles and 3) investigate the potential for utilization in a 
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diagnostic setting. It was also important that the assay was informative when using DNA from 

tumor samples (formalin fixated tissue) as well as for liquid biopsies (ctDNA). The CANCAN 

study has tested a first version of a targeted NGS assay, developed an analysis pipeline and 

tested it on tumor samples. Meanwhile, developments in sequencing technology related to 

throughput and feasibility now enables addition of several more regions to be included in an 

assay and therefore warranted a revision of the CANCAN panel. The first version had not had 

an objective or systematic approach when identifying and selecting regions for sequencing. 

The goal of this study was to develop a systematic approach for selection of new candidate 

regions to be included in the next generation CANCAN panel. 

1.2.2 Why SNPs 
A SNP, single nucleotide polymorphisms, is a substitution of a single nucleotide at a specific 

position in the genome which is observed in at least 1% of the population (16). By identifying 

SNPs (either by array or sequencing technology), it is possible to measure allele-specific 

amplifications and deletions. In addition to measuring total DNA at each SNP-position, the 

relative amount of each of the two SNP-positions are measured, rendering A- and B-allele 

frequency. These frequencies are a relative weighting of all the DNA strands of all the cells of 

the sample. The four possible allele combinations in a normal cell are AA, AB, BA and BB. If 

a SNP is homozygous, the A-allele frequency is 1 (=100%) and B-allele frequency is 0 

(=0%), and vice versa. If the SNP is heterozygous, both the A- and B-allele frequency is 0.5. 

An intensity ratio of these two is defined as B-allele frequency, BAF = B/(A+B). In normal 

tissue, the BAF will be either 1 (homozygous B), 0.5 (heterozygous) or 0 (homozygous A). 

The DNA in a tumor cell originates from a normal cell, so most SNPs will also be present in 

the tumor sample. Because of allele-specific copy number aberrations or loss of 

heterozygosity, the allelic frequency may be different in affected SNPs in the tumor, which is 

evidence of DNA fragments being amplified or lost during the evolution of the tumor. An 

allele specific change will be seen as a change in BAF, and the BAF can be anywhere 

between 0 and 1. The relationship seen between the observed copy number ratio and the 

underlying copy number, depends on the purity (tumor cell fraction), ploidy (may be 

homozygous or heterogenous) and the size of a subclonal population containing the CNA 

(22). Not knowing the ratio between normal tissue and tumor tissue in advance makes it 

harder to find the degree of amplification, but the ABSOLUTE-algorithm (15) estimates this 

ratio as part of estimating allelic specific copy number. 
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Heterozygous SNPs are therefore of interest, because they can help reveal changes in the 

DNA of a tumor cell. When choosing between different SNPs, it would be better to choose 

SNPs with a high minor allele frequency so that the probability of a patient being 

heterozygous is as high as possible. 

1.2.3 ABSOLUTE algorithm 
ABSOLUTE (15) is a bioinformatical tool developed to estimate tumor purity as well as allele 

specific copy number. Input into the ABSOLUTE algorithm can be SNP-array data or 

sequencing data. For each position, there is information about total copy number (LogR) and 

relative frequency of the two alleles also known as B-allele frequency (BAF). Output from 

ABSOLUTE is allele copy numbers for each position in the genome. This output can be used 

to find candidate regions.  
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2 Material 

2.1 The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
The TCGA Pan-Cancer project assembled data from approximately 10.000 patients with 33 

different tumor types, including breast cancer (23). DNA from the tumors were analyzed 

using Affymetrix 6.0 SNP arrays. The DNA copy number file 

TCGA_mastercalls.abs_segtabs.fixed.txt was downloaded from Genomic Data Commons 

(24). It contains segmented copy number data derived using the ABSOLUTE method (25). 

Annotations with cancer type (BRCA) and platform (Genome_Wide_SNP_6) was found in 

the file merged_sample_quality_annotations.tsv on the same webpage. Gender was found in 

the file clinical.tsv downloaded from the GDC Data Portal (26).  

2.2 SNP database 
The Database of Short Genetic Variation (27) was established in 1998 because sequence 

variation in the population of healthy individuals is of interest to many scientists. Despite its 

name, “dbSNP”, it contains not only single-base nucleotide substitutions, but also short 

sequence variations like small-scale multi-base deletions or insertions, and microsatellite 

repeats. Data submitted to the database can be of any organism. Variant Call Format (VCF) 

files can be generated from the content in dbSNP. 

To find candidate SNPs for a targeted panel, a file with list of SNPs, 

common_all_20180418.vcf, was downloaded from NCBI (28). It contains common human 

variations, here defined as a minor allele frequency (MAF) of at least 0.01 in at least one 

major population, see (28) for more information. It includes allele frequencies from 1000 

Genomes and TOPMED populations (29). The file is of format VCF of version 4.0. The 

reference genome is GRCh38.p7. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Processing in R 

3.1.1 Choice of programming language 
The programming language R was chosen for this project. Other natural choices could have 

been Python, Perl, MATLAB or Java, but R is widely used in bioinformatics, making it 

available for many in the community with a rich collection of packages for statistical 

computation and graphical representation.  

3.1.2 Test-driven development 
It is good practice to write tests for the code, e.g. using the library testthat for R. Tests are 

specialized functions that call the domain functions we intend to write, applying the same 

predefined input into our domain functions every time and check if produced output is as 

expected. 

Tests are useful because they allow the programmer to make sure that the code is working as 

expected and pushes the programmer to write good code. If it is difficult to write a test for a 

function, maybe the function should be written in another way. In case the code needs to be 

refactored, tests will reduce the risk of introducing new errors. In the long run, use of tests 

saves substantial development time.  

Tests are also useful for others trying to understand the code and can be considered as a part 

of the technical documentation. By using simplified dummy cases it is possible to show what 

a function is supposed to produce for different inputs. By testing the essence of the function 

with small, comprehensible sets of data, one can assume that the function will return a correct 

result for all relevant input. 

3.1.3 Selecting SNPs 
The reference SNP-file used in the study contains about 37 million SNPs. Each SNP is 

provided with a common allele frequency (CAF), defined as the frequency of the most 

common allele variant. The first allele frequency is the reference allele; this is followed by 

frequencies of alternate alleles. If a SNP has just two allele frequencies, p and q, then in 
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equilibrium the frequency of a heterozygous genotype is 2*p*q according to the Hardy-

Weinberg equation (30). 

There are very few SNPs with more than two allele frequencies, approximately 1000, so for 

simplicity, SNPs with more than two allele frequencies were discarded.  

The SNP-file, of format VCF, contains 37.302.978 lines including 57 lines of metadata and 

one header line, so there are 37.302.921 SNPs. The file is 9.4 GB unzipped, so memory 

constraints makes it necessary to process the file in parts. There are ways in R to read a file 

sequentially and keeping only a part of the file in memory at a time, like using the R package 

LaF or the package chunked. These packages aren’t possible to use for the VCF file format 

without manipulating the file first, and if manipulation of the file is going to take place, it is 

just as convenient to split the file into smaller files and handle them separately, and in parallel 

if desired to speed things up. Using a database would solve the problem with one large file 

and memory issues, and with both the CNAs and SNPs in a database, a lot of the processing 

could probably be executed there as well. Since it requires some software infrastructure and 

complicates things in other ways, for instance with testing, only files are used.  

After removing SNPs with more than two allele frequencies or an invalid frequency of 

heterozygosity, there are 31.894.905 rows left. Invalid frequency of heterozygosity here 

means that the allele frequencies do not add up to 1. Calculating the probability of 

heterozygosity for every SNP according to the Hardy-Weinberg equation and grouping them 

in intervals of size 0.01 in terms of heterozygous frequency, yields Figure 6. Interval 0.0 

represents the number of SNPs with heterozygous frequency between 0 and 0.01. Interval 

0.01 represents SNPs with heterozygous frequency between 0.01 to 0.02, and so on. A 

substantial proportion of the SNPs have a low heterozygous frequency. Demanding a 

heterozygous frequency of at least 20%, i.e. choosing all the SNPs with heterozygous 

frequency from 0.2 – 0.5, results in 4.987.686 SNPs. 
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Figure 6: Percentage of SNPs per heterozygous frequency interval. 

 

3.1.4 Calculating amplification frequency across genomic regions  
The file with segmented copy number data contains 1.887.004 segments distributed across 

11.084 samples. The samples were extracted based on three criteria: breast cancer (“BRCA”), 

platform (“Genome_Wide_SNP_6”) and gender (“female”), leaving 1064 samples containing 

158.787 segments. The lowest threshold for calling a copy number amplification is in this 

study set to four, leaving 53.663 CNAs across 1064 samples. In order to compare CNAs 

across the different tumor samples, all CNAs were collected in one list and then grouped 

based on chromosome, see Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: How the number of segments distributes across the genome in the samples used. Chromosome 23 is 

chromosome X, but stands for only 7 segments. For some segments chromosome was not set, hence NA, but 

stands for only 19 segments. 

 

For every position in the genome the number of samples with an amplification in the given 

position is calculated. Neighboring positions with the same number of samples with an 

amplification are collapsed to define a region. In practice, all unique breakpoints (a breakpoint 

being a change in copy number within a sample) are identified to mark the limits of possible 

regions. In theory, the maximum number of possible regions will be the number of unique 

breakpoints plus one. To illustrate the concept of the method above, the test files in R provide 

a case with two dummy samples, p01 and p02, as shown in Figure 8. An amplification is 

marked with yellow between position 1 and 10. This is a highly simplified case just to show 

how the algorithm is intended to work. The threshold for what is considered to be an 

amplification is not regarded, it just shows how amplifications are added up across the 

samples.  
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Figure 8: An example of matching with two constructed samples p01 and p02. In position 1 and 6 none of the 

samples have an amplification. In position 2, 5 and 7-10 one of them has an amplification. In position 3 and 4 

both samples have an amplification - and this is what we’re looking for: regions with as many overlapping 

samples as possible. 

 

The aggregation of CNAs, as shown above, was performed for different thresholds of 

amplitude, ranging from 4-12 copies. For each amplification threshold, a file is produced, e.g. 

mergedAmp4.RData when the amplification threshold is set to 4.  

3.1.5 Matching SNPs and aggregated copy number alteration 
intervals 
Prevalence can be described as the percentage of the tumor samples which have an 

amplification at the location of a SNP, and prevalence threshold can be described as the 

percentage necessary to be included. Amplicon threshold can be described as how many 

copies of the DNA there must be at the location of the SNP for the copy number gain to be 

regarded as an amplification. For different combinations of amplitude threshold and 

prevalence threshold, subsets were selected from the approximately fifty-four thousand 

aggregated CNAs. Each subset was matched against approximately 5 million SNPs with a 

heterozygous frequency above 20%. SNPs residing in the regions of these subsets were 

selected. This was done in two nested for loops and each iteration resulted in a file, e.g. 

amp4prev01.csv for amplitude threshold of 4 and prevalence threshold of 0.1. A visualization 

of filtering on amplitude- and prevalence threshold is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Segments from two samples, sample 1 and sample 2, are filtered on amplitude threshold and 

aggregated, then filtered on prevalence threshold to get the candidate regions. 

 

Regions marked with green complies to both filter values (amplitude and prevalence) and 

hence represents candidate regions. A SNP located in such a region, would be a candidate 

SNP. Every SNP is therefore matched against the candidate regions for the different 

amplitude-/prevalence thresholds. Matching of SNP against candidate regions is visualized in 

Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: Matching of SNPs (in position 2,3,6,9) against candidate regions to find candidate SNPs. For a SNP 

to be a candidate SNP, the amplitude of the amplification must be above threshold (aggregated samples in 

yellow) and the prevalence must be higher than threshold (colored green). 
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4 Result 
We have constructed a bioinformatical pipeline for systematic identification of candidate 

SNPs to be used in a targeted sequencing panel for analysis of copy number aberrations. The 

pipeline produces a list of SNPs given a set of defined technical parameters: the amplitude 

thresholds and prevalence thresholds. The method thus creates one file of candidate SNPs per 

amplitude-/prevalence threshold combination. The data input consists of a list of known SNPs 

with associated allele frequency and a dataset with copy number data. An outline of the 

method used for selecting candidate SNPs is briefly described in the flowchart in Figure 11. 

The number of SNPs found per amplitude-/prevalence threshold combination can be seen in 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 11: Flowchart of the process of finding candidate SNPs in candidate regions. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Heatmap for the number of candidate SNPs found in CNAs for different combinations of amplitude 

threshold and prevalence threshold. For example, in the green square of prevalence threshold = 0.16 and 

amplitude threshold = 7, all SNPs found for this combination (approximately 103,5 ≈ 3000 according to the color 

scheme) are present in at least 0.16=16% of the samples and have an amplification of 7 or more.  

 

 

Figure 12 shows an overview of the number of candidate SNPs for combinations of 

amplitude- and prevalence threshold. Each square in the grid represents the number of 

candidate SNPs for one iteration of the method with a given amplitude- and prevalence 

threshold. Choosing a low prevalence threshold and a low amplicon threshold returns a lot of 

candidate SNPs, seen as dark red squares in the upper left corner of Figure 12. Vice versa, 

choosing a high prevalence threshold and high amplitude threshold results in no candidate 

SNPs, seen as white in the bottom right part of Figure 12.  

 

Next, we wanted to investigate the prevalence of amplifications, as defined by our method, 

within a set of known driver genes. This was done by looking at the prevalence of samples 

with both an amplification and at least one candidate SNP within each of the selected genes. 

The prevalence was assessed for alternating thresholds for copy number amplification. The 

selected set of genes included both known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (31). The 

results are given in table 1.  
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Table 1: The prevalence (in percent) of samples with both an amplification and a candidate SNP across a set of 

known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. 
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5 Discussion 
The input data used in this study was generated using the ABSOLUTE algorithm. There are 

other algorithms available for analysis of copy number aberrations, e.g. ASCAT (22). The 

reason for using ABSOLUTE in this study is that it is a widely used algorithm within the field 

of copy number analyses and the ABSOLUTE data is easily available for the TCGA samples. 

For all methods generating copy number profiles there is a challenge related to the handling 

of tumor subclonality, tumor purity and ploidy. Subclonality reflects the degree of 

heterogeneity within a tumor. As the tumor evolves, the genomic profile of the tumor cells 

can diverge, resulting in distinct clonal subpopulations intermingled with each other or 

inhabiting different parts of the tumor (20). Thus, copy number profiles from bulk tumor 

samples represent an average of the changes in all the cells from different subclones. 

Algorithms deriving integer copy number profiles make the simplified assumption that there 

exists only one population of tumor cells with the same copy number profile. In a situation 

with extensive intratumor heterogeneity the algorithms are not able to produce a result that 

reflects the underlying biological variation. This heterogeneity can also result in a substantial 

deviation in the estimated tumor purity compared to the actual tumor cell fraction. When it 

comes to tumor purity, a low purity (i.e. few tumor cells and many normal cells such as 

fibroblasts, immune cells etc.) can also make it hard to estimate a correct copy number profile 

due to a diluted tumor signal, producing a low signal-to-noise ratio. A selection criteria for 

inclusion of samples in TCGA was a tumor purity of over 80% (32), which in the context of 

copy number analysis is regarded to be quite high. The challenge related to low cellularity 

might therefore be expected to be of minor importance in this study. However, this might 

pose a bigger challenge if applied to a data set of tumors with lower purity. Finally, a process 

known as whole genome duplication can alter the ploidy state from diploid to tetraploid. This 

change is hard for the algorithms to detect as both alleles are duplicated, especially if few 

additional aberrations have occurred after the whole genome duplication. A pure tetraploid 

tumor would yield the same result as a diploid tumor with twice as many cells, hence making 

it impossible to distinguish between the two.  

Another interesting aspect of the method is how we choose to define an amplification. Here 

we have chosen to use the copy number values from ABSOLUTE directly and applying a 

threshold for defining a region as amplified or non-amplified. However, other ways of 

defining an amplification are conceivable. In a biological context one could argue that it is 
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more relevant to measure the copy number level in a given region relative to the average copy 

number across the whole genome, thus deriving a ploidy-adjusted copy number per region. 

With this adjustment, an amplitude of four in a given region in a diploid tumor would be 

regarded as an amplification, while the same copy number level in a tetraploid genome would 

not be regarded as an amplification. 

The resulting number of candidate SNPs when applying the method for different 

combinations of prevalence threshold and amplicon threshold is depicted in Figure 12. It 

clearly shows that the total number of candidate SNPs obtained from the method is a trade-off 

between the two parameters: A low amplicon threshold and a low prevalence threshold results 

in a high number of candidate SNPs, while high thresholds for the two parameters yields a 

low number of candidate SNPs. As seen in Figure 12, an amplitude threshold of four (copy 

number ≥ 4) produces a large number of candidate SNPs. This high number might also be 

boosted by a substantial number of samples that have undergone whole genome duplication, 

which would harbor a disproportionally high number of segments with copy number four or 

more. On the other side of the spectrum, an amplitude value of ten seems to be the highest 

relevant threshold for the analysis. When assessing the underlying copy number profiles from 

ABSOLUTE, very few segments show copy number values higher than ten and none more 

than 18. The ABSOLUTE algorithm can be run with input parameters that could limit the 

maximal estimated copy number per segment. We speculate that this is a possible explanation 

for relatively low copy numbers observed in the ABSOLUTE data. Applying ASCAT 

algorithm to the TCGA samples generally yields higher copy number values than the 

ABSOLUTE algorithm. 

Table 1 shows the prevalence of amplifications within known oncogenes and tumor 

suppressor genes in the TCGA set for breast carcinomas. As expected, amplifications are 

more frequent in the selected oncogenes ErbB2, PI3KCA, MYC, and CCND1 than in the 

tumor suppressor genes BRCA1, BRCA2, PTEN, ATM and TP53 (31).  For the extended 

CANCAN panel we wish to include even more known driver genes. The results in the table of 

Table 1 serves as a guide to setting the right amplitude threshold in order to cover genes of 

interest in a revised panel. Surprisingly, we found amplifications of tumor suppressor genes, 

especially for an amplitude threshold of four. This might be due to not correcting for ploidy 

correctly; if so regions with copy number in a tetraploid tumor would be scored as an 

amplification. Another bias is that we do not correct for the effect of gene size. That is, a large 
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gene will presumably be represented with more SNPs than a small gene, which in turn would 

give an overrepresentation of large genes in the results. Nevertheless, the results show a 

correlation between high prevalence of amplification within oncogenes compared to tumor 

suppressor genes. 

The calculations were made based on 1064 samples of breast carcinomas. Out of the 

approximately 36 million available SNPs, over 30 million were removed because of low 

heterozygous frequency, and there is always a possibility that some clinically relevant SNPs 

got lost because of the selected cut-off. Further, as the purity criteria in TCGA is very strict, 

some breast cancer subtypes might be underrepresented in the cohort and recurrent 

amplifications in those groups will not be selected. The dbSNP-file also have some 

limitations; the estimated frequencies of heterozygosity depend on the selection and 

representation of different ethnicities. This selection might not be representative for the 

patient population for which a selected SNP panel will be applied, which means that our 

selection of SNPs might not be as informative as wanted for some patients (i.e. some will 

have regions with homozygous SNPs). 

The final selection of candidate SNPs for the extended CANCAN panel will be a follow-up 

task to this study. In addition to amplitude- and prevalence threshold, other parameters could 

potentially be taken into account, e.g. allelic skewness, mean amplitude of the amplification 

etc. It also remains to be seen how well CNAs found in a primary tumor sample correlates to 

the supposedly equivalent ctDNA represented in blood. 

There are several alternatives for application of the CANCAN panel for detection of 

aberrations in cfDNA. Alternative 1: One could look for CNAs in the cfDNA without 

regarding the profile of the primary tumor. Alternative 2: One could identify cfDNA with a 

total overlap with the primary tumor. Alternative 3: One could look for cfDNA signal with 

partial overlap with the primary tumor. These three approaches could have different 

advantages and disadvantages when it comes to sensitivity towards detecting relevant 

aberrations, e.g. identification of subclones emerging after sampling of the primary tumor. 

Developing an algorithm for comparison of the DNA copy number profiles of primary tumor 

and cfDNA is out of the scope for this study, but choosing good candidate SNPs would 

nevertheless be an important first step. 
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To conclude, this study describes a novel method for objectively and systematically 

identifying informative SNPs residing in frequently amplified genomic regions in breast 

cancer. The method is based on combining information about SNP heterozygosity frequency, 

and how prevalent the SNPs are in CNAs for different thresholds of CNA-amplitude. The 

method is written as a computational script which can be applied to data from other cancer 

types and can be used as a tool to systematically find the SNPs and DNA regions suited for 

targeting NGS sequencing that can be used for cancer diagnostics of tumor tissue and liquid 

biopsies. The method will now be used for designing the second version of the CANCAN 

panel which will undergo a thorough validation.  
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Attachments 
Main.R 

myrun <- function() { 

  WORKING_DIRECTORY <- "c:/wdir" 

 

  SNP_FILE_ORIGINAL <- "common_all_20180418.vcf" 

  SNP_HETEROZYGOUS_FREQUENCY_THRESHOLD <- 0.2 

  SNP_FILE_FILTERED <- "SNPS above heterozygous frequency threshold.csv" # default 

name 

 

  ABSOLUTE_SAMPLES <- "TCGA_mastercalls.abs_segtabs.fixed.txt" 

  ABSOLUTE_PATIENTS <- "merged_sample_quality_annotations.tsv" 

  ABSOLUTE_CLINICAL <- "clinical.tsv" 

 

  # ampliconThreshold   - how many copies there must be to be considered an 

amplification 

  AMPLICON_THRESHOLDS <- c(4:12) # MOCK 

  # prevalenceThreshold - how large percentage of the samples which have an 

amplification for given location. 

  #                     - Value between 0 and 1 

  PREVALENCE_THRESHOLDS <- seq(0.02, 0.5, 0.02) # seq(0.02, 0.5, 0.02) 

 

  NO_OF_THREADS <- 2 

  RETURN_HITS <- FALSE 

  LOAD_AGGREGATED_CNA_FILES_IF_POSSIBLE <- TRUE # Load them if they already exist 

  SAVE_AGGREGATED_CNA_FILES <- TRUE 

 

  # ------------- Start processing 

  myrunTime <- Sys.time() 

 

  setwd(WORKING_DIRECTORY) 

 

  snp_file_filtered <- split_file(SNP_FILE_ORIGINAL, 

SNP_HETEROZYGOUS_FREQUENCY_THRESHOLD, NO_OF_THREADS) 

 

  starttime <- Sys.time() 

  SNPs <- fread(SNP_FILE_FILTERED, sep=",") 

  cat("Read ", format(nrow(SNPs), big.mark=","), " SNPs in ", 

formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep = "") 

 

  CNAs <- loadABSOLUTE_CNAs(samples_file, patients_file, clinical_file) 

  cat("Number of CNAs:", nrow(CNAs), ". Number of samples: ", 

length(unique(CNAs$sample)), "\n", sep="") 

 

  hits <- process_CNAs_with_filtered_SNPs(CNAs, SNPs, 

                                          ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                                          noOfThreads, returnHits, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) 

  # # Alternative 

  # process_ABSOLUTE(ABSOLUTE_SAMPLES, ABSOLUTE_PATIENTS, ABSOLUTE_CLINICAL, 

  #                  SNP_FILE_ORIGINAL, SNP_HETEROZYGOUS_FREQUENCY_THRESHOLD, 

  #                  AMPLICON_THRESHOLDS, PREVALENCE_THRESHOLDS, 

  #                  NO_OF_THREADS, RETURN_HITS, 

LOAD_AGGREGATED_CNA_FILES_IF_POSSIBLE, SAVE_AGGREGATED_CNA_FILES) 

 

  cat("myrun() in ", formatTime(myrunTime), "\n", sep = "") 

 

 

  # -------------- Make plots 

 

  # Run createHeatMapOfHits() (from Plotter.R) to get heat map 

  # WORKING_DIRECTORY contains files with hits, of filename amp?prev0?? 

  createHeatMapOfHits(WORKING_DIRECTORY, AMPLICON_THRESHOLDS, 

PREVALENCE_THRESHOLDS) 
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  # Run createFilteredHeatMap() (in Plotter.R) to get prevalence in the smaples for 

given genes 

  CNAs <- loadABSOLUTE_CNAs(ABSOLUTE_SAMPLES, ABSOLUTE_PATIENTS, ABSOLUTE_CLINICAL) 

  genes <- c("CCND1", "ERBB2", "MYC", "PIK3CA", "BRCA1", "BRCA2", "TP53", "PTEN", 

"PALB2", 

             "FGFR2", "TOX3", "ATM", "BARD1", "BRIP1", "CDH1", "CHEK2", "MRE11A", 

"MSH6", 

             "NBN", "PMS2", "RAD50", "RAD51C", "STK11") 

  # If you get "Error in .(sample) : could not find function "."" from 

createFilteredHeatMap 

  # it's probably due to devtools::load_all() 

  # Try to load function createFilteredHeatMap manually 

  hits_list <- createFilteredHeatMap(CNAs, genes, WORKING_DIRECTORY, 

AMPLICON_THRESHOLDS, PREVALENCE_THRESHOLDS) 

 

} 

 

process_ABSOLUTE <- function(samples_file, patients_file, clinical_file, 

                             snp_file_unfiltered, 

snp_heterozygous_frequency_threshold, 

                             ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                             noOfThreads, returnHits, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) { 

  snp_file_filtered <- split_file(snp_file_unfiltered, 

snp_heterozygous_frequency_threshold, noOfThreads) 

  print(snp_file_filtered) 

  hits <- process_ABSOLUTE_with_filtered_SNPs_file(samples_file, patients_file, 

clinical_file, 

                                      snp_file_filtered, 

                                      ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                                      noOfThreads, 

                                      returnHits, loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, 

saveAggregatedToFile) 

  return (hits) 

} 

 

#Columns in filtered SNP-fle: 

CHROM,POS,ID,REF,ALT,GENE,CAF1,CAF2,FRQ_HZ,FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL 

 

process_ABSOLUTE_with_filtered_SNPs_file <- function(samples_file, patients_file, 

clinical_file, 

                                                snp_file_filtered, 

                                                ampliconThresholds, 

prevalenceThresholds, 

                                                noOfThreads, 

                                                returnHits, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) { 

  starttime <- Sys.time() 

  SNPs <- fread(SNP_FILE_FILTERED, sep=",") 

  cat("Read ", format(nrow(SNPs), big.mark=","), " SNPs in ", 

formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep = "") 

 

  CNAs <- loadABSOLUTE_CNAs(samples_file, patients_file, clinical_file) 

  cat("Number of CNAs:", nrow(CNAs), ". Number of samples: ", 

length(unique(CNAs$sample)), "\n", sep="") 

 

  hits <- process_CNAs_with_filtered_SNPs(CNAs, SNPs, 

                                  ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                                  noOfThreads, returnHits, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) 

  return (hits) 

} 

 

process_CNAs_with_filtered_SNPs <- function(CNAs, SNPs, 

                                            ampliconThresholds, 

prevalenceThresholds, 
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                                            noOfThreads, returnHits, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) { 

 

    starttime <- Sys.time() 

  aggregatedCNA <- aggregateCNA(CNAs, ampliconThresholds, noOfThreads, 

loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, saveAggregatedToFile) 

  cat("Aggregated CNAs in ", formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep = "") 

 

  # starttime <- Sys.time() 

  # SNPs <- fread(SNP_FILE_FILTERED, sep=",") 

  # cat("Read ", format(nrow(SNPs), big.mark=","), " SNPs in ", 

formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep = "") 

  # 

  noOfSamples <- length(unique(CNAs$sample)) 

  cat("Number of CNAs: ", nrow(CNAs), ". Number of samples: ", 

length(unique(CNAs$sample)), "\n", sep="") 

  matched <- matchCNAandSNPs(aggregatedCNA, SNPs, 

                               ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                               noOfSamples, noOfThreads, returnHits) 

  return (matched) 

} 
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SnpFilter.R 

# Functions for reading and filtering file of SNPs. 

# Assume VCF version 4.1 with column names "CHROM", "POS", "ID", "REF", "ALT", 

"QUAL", "FILTER", "INFO" 

# Return data frame with columns: 

CHROM,POS,ID,REF,ALT,GENE,CAF1,CAF2,FRQ_HZ,FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL 

#  FRQ_HZ = calculated homozygous frequency for given SNP 

#  FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL = hundreth interval of FRQ_HZ, e.g. FRQ_HZ = 0.016 -> 

FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL = 0.01 

# 

 

library(dplyr) # %>% 

library(stringr) # str_replace 

library(tidyr) # separate() 

library(data.table) #fread 

library(tools) # file_ext 

library(readr) # read_tsv_chunked 

library(NCmisc) # file.split 

 

vcfColumnNames <- c("CHROM", "POS", "ID", "REF", "ALT", "QUAL", "FILTER", "INFO") 

processedVcfColumnNames <- c("CHROM","POS","ID","REF","ALT", "GENE", 

"CAF1","CAF2","FRQ_HZ","FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL") 

 

SNP_FILE_FILTERED <- "SNPS above heterozygous frequency threshold.csv" 

 

split_file <- function(file, threshold, noOfThreads){ 

  startTime <- Sys.time() 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  cat("Start splitting file ", file, ". Takes up to 15 min with 9GB file and SSD", 

"\n", sep="") 

  files_split <- file.split(file, size = 2000000, same.dir = TRUE, verbose = TRUE, 

             suf = "part2", win = TRUE) # win - logical, set to FALSE if running a 

standard Windows? 

  cat("Split file in ", formatTime(time), "\n", sep="") # Tok 14 min 

 

  #files_split <- list.files("c:/project", 

"common_all_20180418_part2(\\d){1,2}.vcf") # if previous code not run 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  cat("Start extracting data from ", length(files_split), " SNP files","\n", 

sep="") 

  processed_files <- parallelize_snp(files_split, snp_filter_fread, list("process", 

"fread", "formatTime", "str_extract", "fwrite", "vcfColumnNames"), noOfThreads) 

  processed_files <- unlist(processed_files) 

  cat("Extracted data from SNP files in ", formatTime(time), "\n")   # 1 thread in 

5m7s   # 2 thread in 2m 52s, 19 files a ca 500MB 

 

  # processedFiles <- list.files("c:/project", 

"common_all_20180418_part2(\\d){1,2}_processed.vcf")  # listing files manually 

 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  processed_content = rbindlist(lapply( processed_files, fread, header=TRUE, 

sep=',' )) 

  cat("Concatenated ", length(processed_files), " SNP files with ", 

nrow(processed_content), " rows in ", formatTime(time), "\n", sep="") 

 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  grouped <- processed_content %>% group_by(FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL) %>% dplyr::summarise(n 

= n()) %>% collect() 

  cat("Grouped SNPs  in ", formatTime(time), "\n") 

  numOfSNPs <- sum(grouped$n) 

  cat("Sum of all SNPs: ", numOfSNPs, "\n", sep = "") 

  grouped$percentage <- grouped$n / numOfSNPs 

  fwrite(grouped, "SNPsGroupedOnHZFrequency.csv") 

  cat("Wrote file with grouped information, SNPsGroupedOnHZFrequency.csv", "\n", 

sep = "") 

  processed_content <- processed_content %>% filter(FRQ_HZ >= threshold) %>% 

collect() 
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  cat("Keep SNPs with homozygous frequency >= ", threshold, ". #rows  = ", 

nrow(processed_content), "\n", sep = "") 

  fwrite(processed_content, SNP_FILE_FILTERED) 

  cat("Wrote SNP file ", SNP_FILE_FILTERED, "\n", sep = "") 

  processed_content <- NA 

  gc() 

  cat("Processed SNPs in ", formatTime(startTime)) 

  return (SNP_FILE_FILTERED) 

} 

 

 

parallelize_snp <- function(objects, method, listOfDependentMethods, noOfThreads){ 

  if (.Platform$OS.type == "windows"){ 

    cl <- makeCluster(noOfThreads) # Initiate cluster 

    clusterEvalQ(cl, {library(dplyr); library(tools)}) 

    clusterExport(cl, listOfDependentMethods) 

    result <- parLapply(cl, objects, method) 

    stopCluster(cl) 

  } else { 

    # assume linux/unix 

    result <-  mclapply(objects, method, mc.cores=noOfThreads) 

  } 

  return (result) 

} 

 

 

snp_filter_fread <- function (file) { 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  content <- fread(file, quote="", sep="\t") 

  colnames(content) <- vcfColumnNames 

  cat("Read ", file, " in ", formatTime(time), "\n") 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  content <- process(content) 

  cat("Processed content for ", file, " in ",formatTime(time), "\n") 

  formatTime(time) 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  outFile <- paste0(file_path_sans_ext(file), "_processed", ".", file_ext(file)) 

  fwrite(content, outFile) 

  rm(content) 

  gc() 

  cat("Write outfile ", formatTime(time), "\n") 

  return (outFile) 

} 

 

# Calculate heterozygous frequency from CAFs and remove columns not needed 

# CAF values are in the INFO column. The info column consists of numerous columns, 

separated by ";", 

# but CAF isn't always in the same column. 

process <- function(input){ 

  input <- input %>% 

    mutate_at("CHROM", as.character) %>% 

    mutate(GENE = stringr::str_extract(INFO, pattern = "(?<=GENEINFO=).*?(?=:)")) 

%>% # extract name of gene 

    mutate(INFO = stringr::str_extract(INFO, pattern = "CAF=0\\.[0-9]+,0\\.[0-

9]+;")) %>% # extract only if exactly two CAF values 

    mutate(INFO = stringr::str_replace_all(INFO, "CAF=|;", "")) %>% 

    mutate(CAF1 = stringr::str_replace(INFO, pattern = ",0\\.[0-9]+", "")) %>% 

    mutate(CAF2 = stringr::str_replace(INFO, pattern = "0\\.[0-9]+,", "")) %>% 

 

    filter(!is.na(CAF1)) %>% # Remove rows where CAF value hasn't been set 

 

    mutate(INFO = NULL) %>% # delete INFO-column 

    mutate(QUAL = NULL) %>% # delete QUAL-column 

    mutate(FILTER = NULL) %>% # delete FILTER-column 

 

    mutate_at("CAF1", as.double) %>% 

    mutate_at("CAF2", as.double) %>% 
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    mutate(FRQ_HZ = (2 * CAF1 * CAF2)) %>% 

    mutate(FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL = floor(FRQ_HZ*100)/100) %>% 

    filter(FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL <= 0.5) # homozygous frequency can't be higher than 0.5 

    return (input) 

} 
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CNALoader.R 

# Functions for loading CNAs from different file formats 

# They should return a data.frame with columns: sample, chr, startpos, endpos, 

nMinor, nMajor 

library(data.table) #data.table, fread 

library(dplyr) 

library(stringr) # substr 

 

tcgaSampleAnnotationsFileName  <- 

"c:/project/tests/resources/tcga/sample_annotations.txt" # for testing 

tcgaSamplesFileName  <- "c:/project/tests/resources/tcga/samples.txt" # for testing 

tcgaClinicalFilename <- "c:/project/tests/resources/tcga/clinical.txt" # for 

testing 

 

 

loadABSOLUTE_CNAs <- function(tcgaSamplesFileName, tcgaSampleAnnotationsFileName, 

tcgaClinicalFilename) { 

  tcgaSamples <- fread(tcgaSamplesFileName, select = c(1:11), sep="\t") 

  tcgaPatients <- fread(tcgaSampleAnnotationsFileName, select = c(1:4), sep="\t") 

  tcgaClinical <- fread(tcgaClinicalFilename, select = c(2,3,13), sep="\t") 

 

  cat("Load ABSOLUTE CNAs, ", nrow(tcgaSamples), " CNAs in ", 

length(unique(tcgaSamples$Sample)), " samples before filtering.\n", sep="") 

  #FILTER ON CANCER TYPE AND PLATFORM 

  tcgaPatients <- tcgaPatients %>% 

    filter(`cancer type` == "BRCA") %>% 

    filter(platform == "Genome_Wide_SNP_6") %>% 

    # TCGA-00-AAAA-01A-01D-A41E-01 -> TCGA-00-AAAA-01, to match Sample column in 

samples file 

    mutate(aliquot_barcode = strtrim(aliquot_barcode, 15)) 

  tcgaSamples <- tcgaSamples %>% 

    inner_join(tcgaPatients, by = c("Sample" = "aliquot_barcode"))  # TODO use 

semi_join for only keeping sample columns? 

  # same sample may be listed more than once (with different vial and/or portion), 

like TCGA-A7-A26E-01 

  # so must do a unique after join 

  tcgaSamples <- unique(tcgaSamples) 

  cat("  Load ABSOLUTE CNAs, ", nrow(tcgaSamples), " CNAs in ", 

length(unique(tcgaSamples$Sample)), " samples after keeping only BRCA and 

Genome_Wide_SNP_6.\n", sep="") 

 

  # FILTER ON GENDER FEMALE 

  tcgaSamples <- tcgaSamples %>% 

    mutate_at("Sample", as.character) %>% 

    mutate(submitter_id = strtrim(Sample, 12)) 

  tcgaClinical <- tcgaClinical %>% filter(gender == "female") 

  tcgaSamples <- tcgaSamples %>% 

      inner_join(tcgaClinical, by = c("submitter_id" = "submitter_id")) 

  tcgaSamples <- unique(tcgaSamples) 

  cat("  Load ABSOLUTE CNAs, ", nrow(tcgaSamples), " CNAs in ", 

length(unique(tcgaSamples$Sample)), " samples after keeping only female.\n", 

sep="") 

 

  tcgaSamples <- tcgaSamples %>% 

    dplyr::rename(chr = Chromosome, startpos = Start, endpos = End, nMinor = 

Modal_HSCN_1, nMajor = Modal_HSCN_2, sample = Sample) %>% 

    mutate_at("chr", as.character) %>% 

    mutate_at("startpos", as.numeric) %>% 

    mutate_at("endpos", as.numeric) 

  return (tcgaSamples) 

}   
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CNAAggregator.R 

library(data.table) #rbindlist, fread 

library(dplyr) #group_by, summarize 

library(readr) 

 

# CNAs - assume column names chr, startpos, endpos, nMajor, nMinor 

aggregateCNA <- function(CNAs, ampliconThresholds, noOfThreads, 

loadFromFileIfPossible, saveToFile){ 

  starttime <- Sys.time() 

  aggregatedCNA <- list() 

 

  df_CNA <- CNAs # slÃ¥r sammen rader fra alle samples/data frames i Ã©n stor 

data.frame 

  cat("Number of CNAs: ", nrow(df_CNA), "\n", sep="") 

  cat("noOfThreads: ", noOfThreads, "\n") 

  df_CNA$chr <- as.character(df_CNA$chr) 

  df_CNA$startpos <- as.numeric(df_CNA$startpos) 

  df_CNA$endpos <- as.numeric(df_CNA$endpos) 

  df_CNA$nMajor <- as.numeric(df_CNA$nMajor) 

  df_CNA$nMinor <- as.numeric(df_CNA$nMinor) 

 

  df_CNA_extended <- addTotalColumn(df_CNA) 

  df_CNA_extended <- addBAFColumn(df_CNA_extended) 

  cat("Number of CNAs rows: ", nrow(df_CNA), "\n") 

  df_CNA_extended <- subset(df_CNA_extended, total >= min(ampliconThresholds)) 

  cat("Number of CNA rows with #copies >= lowest threshold (", 

min(ampliconThresholds)[1], ",): ", nrow(df_CNA_extended), ", on ", 

length(unique(CNAs$sample)), " samples.", "\n", sep="") 

  aggregatedCNAforAmplitudeThreshold <- list() 

  for (ampliconThreshold in ampliconThresholds){ 

    cat("\nStart with ampliconThreshold=", ampliconThreshold, ". #threads = ", 

noOfThreads, "\n", sep="") 

    filtered <- subset(df_CNA_extended, total >= ampliconThreshold) 

    if (nrow(filtered) == 0) continue 

    startTimeAmp <- Sys.time() 

    filtered <- getMerged(ampliconThreshold, filtered, noOfThreads, 

loadFromFileIfPossible) 

    #filtered <- mergeOverlappingIntervals(filtered, noOfThreads) # returnerer 

"chr", "startpos", "endpos", "count", "meanAmp", "medianAmp", "medianBaf" 

    if (saveToFile) { 

      mergedFileName <- paste0("mergedAmp", ampliconThreshold, ".RData") 

      cat("Try to write ", nrow(filtered), " aggregated rows to ", mergedFileName, 

"\n", sep="") 

      startTimeWriteFile <- Sys.time() 

      saveRDS(filtered, file=mergedFileName) 

      cat("Saved ", nrow(filtered), " aggregated rows in file '", mergedFileName, 

"' in ", formatTime(startTimeWriteFile), "\n", sep="") 

    } 

    aggregatedCNA[[ampliconThreshold]] <- filtered 

    names(aggregatedCNA)[ampliconThreshold] <- ampliconThreshold 

  } # for ampliconThreshold 

  return (aggregatedCNA) 

} # aggregateCNA 

 

 

getMerged <- function(ampliconThreshold, CNA, noOfThreads, loadFromFileIfPossible){ 

  filename <- paste0("mergedAmp", ampliconThreshold, ".RData") 

  if (file.exists(filename) & loadFromFileIfPossible){ 

    content <- readRDS(filename) 

    cat("Loaded file for amplicon threshold", ampliconThreshold, " (filename='", 

filename, "') #rows=", nrow(content), "\n") 

  } else { 

    if (!file.exists(filename) & loadFromFileIfPossible) { 

      cat("File not found for amplicon threshold", ampliconThreshold, " 

(filename='", filename, "').", "\n") 

    } 

    cat("Aggregate CNA for amplicon threshold", ampliconThreshold, "\n") 
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    mergeTime <- Sys.time() 

    content <- mergeOverlappingIntervals(CNA, noOfThreads) 

    cat("Aggregated CNA for amplicon threshold ", ampliconThreshold, " in ", 

formatTime(mergeTime), ", #rows=", nrow(content), "\n", sep="") 

  } 

  return (content) 

} #getMerged 

 

# collect all breakpoints for every tumor for each chromosome. For each breakpoint, 

all the intervals for given chromosome 

# are iterated to see if they contain the breakpoint 

mergeOverlappingIntervals <- function(df_CNA, noOfThreads){ 

  df_split_on_chromosomes <- lapply(unique(df_CNA$chr), function(x) 

df_CNA[df_CNA$chr == x,]) 

  # e.g. df_split_on_chromosomes[[1]] are all the rows for one chromsome linjer for 

ett kromosom 

  intervals <- parallelize(df_split_on_chromosomes, merge, 

list("makeIntervalsOfBreakpointCounts", "formatTime"), noOfThreads) 

  intervals <- (do.call("rbind", intervals)) 

  intervals$chr <- as.character(intervals$chr) 

  intervals$startpos <- as.integer(intervals$startpos) 

  intervals$endpos <- as.integer(intervals$endpos) 

  intervals$count <- as.integer(intervals$count) 

 

  # intervals being made are [startpos, endpos] 

  return (intervals) 

} 

 

# Merge overlapping intervals per chromsome 

# There may be a breakpoint at every location there is a start or a stop of an 

interval, so at most 

# there may be (2 * intervals) breakpoints. 

merge <- function(cols_for_chromosome){ 

  start_time_chr <- Sys.time() 

  chr <- cols_for_chromosome$chr[1] 

  breakpoints <- sort(unique(c(cols_for_chromosome$startpos, 

cols_for_chromosome$endpos, cols_for_chromosome$endpos +1))) 

  start_time <- Sys.time() 

  breakpointCNA <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 6, nrow = 0), 

stringsAsFactors=FALSE), c("pos", "count", "meanAmp", "medianAmp", "medianBaf")) 

  breakpointCounter <- 0 

  #cat("Start merging  CNA for chr ", chr, " with ", nrow(cols_for_chromosome), " 

rows and", length(breakpoints), "breakpoints", "\n", sep="") 

  for (breakpoint in breakpoints) { # per breakpoint for given chromosome 

    filtered <- subset(cols_for_chromosome, startpos <= breakpoint & endpos >= 

breakpoint) # chromosome is given 

    noOfCNAs <- nrow(filtered) 

    breakpointCNA <- rbind(breakpointCNA, list(pos=breakpoint, count=noOfCNAs, 

meanAmp=round(mean(filtered$total), digits=2), 

                                               

medianAmp=round(median(filtered$total), digits=2), 

medianBaf=round(median(filtered$baf), digits=2))) # 

  } # for breakpoints 

  newIntervals <- makeIntervalsOfBreakpointCounts(chr, breakpointCNA) 

  cat("Done merging overlapping intervals for chr ", chr, " in ", 

formatTime(start_time_chr), ", ", nrow(cols_for_chromosome), " rows with ", 

length(breakpoints), " breakpoints into ", nrow(newIntervals), " intervals", "\n", 

sep="") 

  return (newIntervals) 

} 

 

 

 

 

addTotalColumn <- function(df_CNA){ 

  df_CNA$total <- df_CNA$nMajor+df_CNA$nMinor 

  return (df_CNA) 
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} 

 

addBAFColumn <- function(df_CNA){ 

  df_CNA$baf <- df_CNA$nMinor/(df_CNA$nMinor+df_CNA$nMajor) 

  return (df_CNA) 

} 

 

joinDfsInList <- function(list) { 

  # https://www.r-bloggers.com/concatenating-a-list-of-data-frames/ 

  return (rbindlist(list)) 

} 
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AggregatedCNAandSNPmatching.R 

# source("Parallelizer.R") TODO REMOVE 

library(data.table) 

library(tibble) # Needed? 

 

matchCNAandSNPs <- function(aggregatedCNA, SNPs, 

                              ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                              noOfCNASamples, noOfThreads, returnHits) { 

  prevalenceThresholds <- sort(prevalenceThresholds, decreasing = TRUE) 

 

  SNPs <- SNPs %>% 

    dplyr::rename(chr = CHROM, pos = POS, gene = GENE, caf=CAF1, id=ID) %>% # use 

same column names as with CNA 

    mutate(REF = NULL) %>% # remove some columns there's no need for now 

    mutate(ALT = NULL) %>% 

    mutate(CAF2 = NULL) %>% 

    mutate(INFO = NULL) %>% 

    mutate(FRQ_HZ = NULL) %>% 

    mutate(FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL = NULL) %>% collect() 

  # Want to make sure values that's going to be compared are of the same type, 

  #   that chr is character and all numbers are numeric 

  # TODO kan bruke colClass, f.eks. 

  #   read.csv("huge-file.csv", header = TRUE,  colClasses = c("factor", "integer", 

"character", "integer")) 

  SNPs$pos <- as.integer(SNPs$pos) 

  SNPs$caf <- as.double(SNPs$caf) 

  SNPs$gene <- as.character(SNPs$gene) 

  SNPs$chr <- as.character(SNPs$chr) 

 

  cat("Number of SNPs:", nrow(SNPs), "\n") 

  cat("Number of CNA samples:", noOfCNASamples, "\n") 

  listOfHits <- list() 

  sumOfMergedCNAsCheckedAgainstSNPs <- 0 

  timeBeforeIterations <- Sys.time() 

  for (ampliconThreshold in ampliconThresholds){ 

    filtered <- aggregatedCNA[[ampliconThreshold]] 

    filtered$chr <- as.character(filtered$chr) 

    filtered$startpos <- as.integer(filtered$startpos) 

    filtered$endpos <- as.integer(filtered$endpos) 

 

    #countPercentage is round down so it'll get in the right prevalence threshold, 

    # so that e.g. 0.496 ends up in interval 0.49-0.50, not 0.5-0.51 

    filtered$countPercentage <- floor((filtered$count / noOfCNASamples)*1000)/1000 

    lastPrevalenceThreshold <- NULL 

    lastHits <- NULL 

    for (prevalenceThreshold in prevalenceThresholds){ 

      cat("\nStarting with ampliconThreshold=", ampliconThreshold, ", 

prevalenceThreshold ", prevalenceThreshold, ", where 

lastPrevalenceThreshold=",lastPrevalenceThreshold, "\n", sep="") 

      filteredOnAmpAndPrev <- subset(filtered, countPercentage >= 

prevalenceThreshold) 

      if (!is.null(lastPrevalenceThreshold)){ 

        # remove rows already checked 

        filteredOnAmpAndPrev <- subset(filteredOnAmpAndPrev, countPercentage < 

lastPrevalenceThreshold) 

      } 

      if (nrow(filteredOnAmpAndPrev) == 0){ 

        cat("  Nothing to match for amplicon threshold ", ampliconThreshold, ", 

prevalenceThreshold=", prevalenceThreshold, ". Match ", nrow(filteredOnAmpAndPrev), 

" CNA row(s) against ", nrow(SNPs), " SNPs.", "\n", sep="") 

        next 

      } 

      lastPrevalenceThreshold <- prevalenceThreshold 

      sumOfMergedCNAsCheckedAgainstSNPs <- sumOfMergedCNAsCheckedAgainstSNPs + 

nrow(filteredOnAmpAndPrev) 

      startTime <- Sys.time() 
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      cat("Starting with ampliconThreshold=", ampliconThreshold, ", 

prevalenceThreshold=", prevalenceThreshold, ". Match ", nrow(filteredOnAmpAndPrev), 

" CNA row(s) against ", nrow(SNPs), " SNPs.", "\n", sep="") 

      hits <- matchSNPsAgainstCNA(filteredOnAmpAndPrev, SNPs, noOfThreads) # Check 

SNPs against filtered and aggregated CNA 

      cat("Matching SNPs against CNA for ampliconThreshold=", ampliconThreshold, ", 

prevalenceThreshold=", prevalenceThreshold, " -> #hits=", nrow(hits), " in ", 

formatTime(startTime), "\n", sep="") 

      if (is.null(dim(hits)[1])){ # dim(hits)[1] == 0 

        cat("No hits for ampliconThreshold ", ampliconThreshold, ", 

prevalenceThreshold ", prevalenceThreshold, ". Go to nex prevalenceThreshold\n") 

        next 

      } 

      if (!is.null(lastHits)){ 

        # add hits already found for rows already checked 

        hits <- rbind(lastHits, hits) 

      } 

      baseFileName <- paste0("amp", ampliconThreshold, "prev", gsub("\\.", "", 

prevalenceThreshold)) 

        filename <- paste0("amp", ampliconThreshold, "prev", gsub("\\.", "", 

prevalenceThreshold), ".RData") 

        starttime <- Sys.time() 

        saveRDS(hits, file=paste0(baseFileName, ".RData")) 

        cat("Saved ", nrow(hits), " hits in file '", paste0(baseFileName, 

".RData"), ", ", round(file.size(paste0(baseFileName, ".RData"))/1E6), " MB in ", 

formatTime(starttime),  "\n", sep="") 

        starttime <- Sys.time() 

        csvFileName <- paste0(baseFileName, ".csv") 

        fwrite(hits, csvFileName, row.names=FALSE, quote=TRUE) 

        cat("Saved ", nrow(hits), " hits in file '", csvFileName, ", ", 

round(file.size(csvFileName)/1E6), " MB in ", formatTime(starttime),  "\n", sep="") 

      lastHits <- hits 

      if (returnHits) { 

        listOfHits[[baseFileName]] <- hits 

      } 

    } # for prevalenceThreshold 

    rm(filtered) 

    gc() 

    cat("\nDone with iterations so far, ampliconThreshold ", ampliconThreshold, " 

in ", formatTime(timeBeforeIterations), ". Checked in total so far ", 

sumOfMergedCNAsCheckedAgainstSNPs, " aggregated CNA rows against ", nrow(SNPs), " 

SNPs", "\n", sep="") 

  } # for ampliconThreshold 

  cat("\nDone with all iterations in ", formatTime(timeBeforeIterations), ". 

Checked ", sumOfMergedCNAsCheckedAgainstSNPs, " aggregated CNA rows against ", 

nrow(SNPs), " SNPs", "\n", sep="") 

  cat("Skrip writing ListOfHits.RData", "\n") 

  cat("Number of threads=", noOfThreads, "\n") 

  return (listOfHits) 

} 

 

matchSNPsAgainstCNA <- function(CNAs, SNPs, noOfThreads){ 

  hits <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 9, nrow = 0), stringsAsFactors=FALSE), 

c("chr", "pos", "id", "gene", "caf", "countPercentage", "meanAmp", "medianAmp", 

"medianBaf")) 

 

  # Make 'dublets' with corresponding CNA and SNPs for each chromosome 

  chromosomes <- as.character(c(1:22, "X", "Y")) 

  dublets <- list() 

  idx <- 1 

  time <- Sys.time() 

  for (chromosome in chromosomes){ # samler CNA og SNP for samme kromosom slik at 

de behandles seperat 

    cnas <- subset(CNAs, chr==chromosome) 

    snps <- subset(SNPs, chr==chromosome) 

    if (nrow(cnas) == 0 || nrow(snps) == 0) next 

    dublets[[idx]] <- list(cnas=cnas, snps=snps) # gir samme med 
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    idx <- idx +1 

  } 

  cat("CNA and SNPs for ", length(dublets), " chromosomes, made dublets in ", 

formatTime(time), "\n", sep="") 

 

  hits <- parallelize(dublets, match, list("makeIntervalsOfBreakpointCounts", 

"setDT", "setDF"), noOfThreads) 

 

  hits <- (do.call("rbind", hits)) 

} 

 

makeIntervalsOfBreakpointCounts <- function(chr, df_breakpointCounts) { 

  startOfInterval <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "pos"]; 

  countOfInterval <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "count"]; 

  meanAmpOfInterval <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "meanAmp"]; 

  medianAmpOfInterval <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "medianAmp"]; 

  medianBafOfInterval <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "medianBaf"]; 

 

  lastPos <- df_breakpointCounts[1, "pos"]; 

  df_merged <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 7, nrow = 0), 

stringsAsFactors=FALSE), 

                        c("chr", "startpos", "endpos", "count", "meanAmp", 

"medianAmp", "medianBaf" )) 

  df_merged$chr <- as.character(df_merged$chr) 

  df_merged$startpos <- as.integer(df_merged$startpos) 

  df_merged$endpos <- as.integer(df_merged$endpos) 

  df_merged$count <- as.integer(df_merged$count) 

  df_merged$meanAmp <- as.double(df_merged$meanAmp) 

  df_merged$medianAmp <- as.double(df_merged$medianAmp) 

  df_merged$medianBaf <- as.double(df_merged$medianBaf) 

 

  for (row in 1:nrow(df_breakpointCounts)){ 

    pos <- df_breakpointCounts[row, "pos"] 

    count <- df_breakpointCounts[row, "count"] 

    meanAmp <- df_breakpointCounts[row, "meanAmp"] 

    medianAmp <- df_breakpointCounts[row, "medianAmp"] 

    medianBaf <- df_breakpointCounts[row, "medianBaf"] 

    if (count == countOfInterval) { 

      lastPos <- pos 

      next 

    } 

    # count has changed, finish interval 

    if (countOfInterval > 0) { 

      endPos <- (pos-1) 

    } else { 

      endpos <- lastPos # hvis 0 

    } 

    df_merged <- rbind(df_merged, list(chr, startOfInterval, endPos, 

countOfInterval, meanAmpOfInterval, medianAmpOfInterval, medianBafOfInterval)) # 

finsih last interval 

    lastPos <- pos 

    startOfInterval <- pos; 

    countOfInterval <- count 

    meanAmpOfInterval <- meanAmp 

    medianAmpOfInterval <- medianAmp 

    medianBafOfInterval <- medianBaf 

  } 

  df_merged <- rbind(df_merged, list(chr, startOfInterval, lastPos, 

countOfInterval, meanAmpOfInterval, medianAmpOfInterval, medianBafOfInterval)) # 

finsih last interval 

  df_merged <- setNames(df_merged, c("chr", "startpos", "endpos", "count", 

"meanAmp", "medianAmp", "medianBaf")) 

  df_merged <- df_merged[df_merged$count > 0,] 

  return (df_merged) 

} 

 

match <- function(dublet){ #dublet of CNA rows and SNP rows for each chromosome 
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  setDT(dublet$snps) 

  setDT(dublet$cnas) 

  # NB remember that columns must be of same type. If one chr is numeric and one is 

character, they won't match 

  hits <- dublet$snps[dublet$cnas, on = .(chr == chr, pos >= startpos, pos <= 

endpos), nomatch = 0, .(chr=x.chr, pos=x.pos, id, gene, caf, countPercentage, 

meanAmp, medianAmp, medianBaf)] 

  setDF(hits) 

  return (hits) 

  return (hits) 

} 
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Plotter.R 

library(data.table) # data.table, rbindlist, fread 

library(dplyr) # %>%, group_by, summarize 

library(gridExtra) #tablegrob 

library(grid) #gpar 

library(gtable) # gtable_add_rows 

 

# Bar diagram of CNAs er chromsome 

createPlot_CNAs_per_chromosome <- function(CNAs, ampliconThreshold) { 

  library(stringr) #str_pad, sub_str 

  library(ggplot2) 

  CNAs$total <- CNAs$nMajor+CNAs$nMinor 

  df_CNA <- subset(CNAs, total >= ampliconThreshold) 

  groupedByChr <- CNAs %>% group_by(chr) %>% summarise(n = n()) %>% collect() 

  groupedByChr$chr <- str_pad(groupedByChr$chr, 2, pad = "0") 

  groupedByChr$chr[which(groupedByChr$chr %in% "0X")] <- "X" 

  groupedByChr <- groupedByChr %>% arrange(chr) 

  groupedByChr %>% print(n = 24, width = Inf) 

  ggplot(title="CNAs per chromosome", data=groupedByChr, aes(x=chr, y=n)) + 

geom_bar(stat="identity")   + xlab("Chromsome")   + ylab("Number of segments") + 

ggtitle("Number of segments with amplitude 4 or higher")   + theme_minimal()    + 

scale_color_grey() 

} 

 

createCNAStatistics_ABSOLUTE <- function(){ 

  ABSOLUTE_SAMPLES <- "TCGA_mastercalls.abs_segtabs.fixed.txt" 

  ABSOLUTE_PATIENTS <- "merged_sample_quality_annotations.tsv" 

  ABSOLUTE_CLINICAL <- "clinical.tsv" 

  CNAs <- loadABSOLUTE_CNAs(ABSOLUTE_SAMPLES, ABSOLUTE_PATIENTS, ABSOLUTE_CLINICAL) 

  ampliconThreshold <- 4 

  createPlot_CNAs_per_chromosome(CNAs, ampliconThreshold) 

} 

 

# Create heat map for number of hits per prevalence vs amplicon threshold 

# Working directory is the directory of files with hits, amp?prev??.csv 

# For each gene, a table is written to disk as .PNG 

createHeatMapOfHits <- function(workingDirectory, ampliconThresholds, 

prevalenceThresholds){ 

  library(RColorBrewer) 

  library(gplots) 

  heapMapTime <- Sys.time() 

  #library(ggplot2) 

  setwd(workingDirectory) # directory of files with hits, amp?prev??.csv 

  hits <- matrix(ncol = length(prevalenceThresholds), nrow = 

length(ampliconThresholds)) 

 

    y <- 1 

  starttime <- Sys.time() 

  for (ampliconThreshold in ampliconThresholds){ 

    x <- 1 

    for (prevalenceThreshold in prevalenceThresholds){ 

      filename <- paste0("amp", ampliconThreshold, "prev", gsub("\\.", "", 

prevalenceThreshold), ".csv") 

      #filename <- paste0("amp", ampliconThreshold, "prev", gsub("\\.", "", 

prevalenceThreshold), ".RData") 

      cat(filename, " x=", x, " y=", y, "\n", sep="") 

      if (file.exists(filename)) { 

        # system.time({  }) 

 

        l <- nrow(fread(filename, select = 1L, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)) 

        #l <- nrow(filterTP53(fread(filename, select = c(1,2), stringsAsFactors = 

FALSE))) 

        #l <- nrow(readRDS(filename)) 

        cat(filename, " x=", x, " y=", y, " l=", l, "\n", sep="") 

        hits[y,x] <- l 

      } else { 

        cat("  ", filename, " doesn't exist\n", sep="") 
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      } 

      x <- x+1 

    } # for prevalenceThreshold 

    y <- y +1 

    gc() 

  } # for ampliconThreshold 

  #print(hits) 

 

  # For low prevalence thresholds there may not be any "new" hits compared to 

higher prevalence thresholds, 

  # so copy from higher threshold 

  for(row in 1:nrow(hits)) { 

    lastValue <- NA 

    for(col in ncol(hits):1) { 

      value <- hits[row, col] 

      if (is.na(value)){ 

        hits[row, col] <- lastValue 

      } 

      lastValue <- hits[row, col] 

    } 

  } 

  print(hits) 

 

  cat("Found all vaules in ", formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep="") 

  hits2_log10 <- log10(hits) 

 

  Colors=rev(brewer.pal(11,"Spectral")) 

  Colors=colorRampPalette(Colors)(100) 

  # If you get an "Error in .External.graphics..." for heatmap.2 call, this is an 

RStudio problem. 

  # Resolve by increasing display panel size 

  heatmap.2(hits2_log10, m,dendrogram='none', Rowv=FALSE, Colv=FALSE,trace='none', 

            labRow=c(4:12), labCol=seq(0.02, 0.5, 0.02), 

            xlab="Prevalence threshold", ylab="Amplicon threshold", 

            main="Number of SNPs found in CNAs, log10", col=Colors) 

  cat("createHeatMapOfHits() in ", formatTime(heapMapTime), "\n", sep = "") 

} 

 

# Creates a table with theprevalence of given genes in the samples and stores as 

.PNG 

# The position of the genes are fetched from the hits, so the positions of the 

genes originates from the SNP-file 

createFilteredHeatMap <- function(CNAs, genes, workingDirectory, 

ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds){ 

  cat("Input to createFilteredHeatMap(): \n #CNAs: ",nrow(CNAs), 

      "\n #genes:", length(genes), 

      "\n workingDirectory=", workingDirectory, 

      "\n ampliconThresholds=", ampliconThresholds, 

      "\n prevalenceThresholds=", prevalenceThresholds, "\n\n") 

 

  setwd(workingDirectory) 

 

 

  hits_list <- vector("list") 

  for (geneName in genes){ 

    hits_list[[geneName]] <-  matrix(ncol = length(prevalenceThresholds), nrow = 

length(ampliconThresholds)) 

    colnames(hits_list[[geneName]]) <- prevalenceThresholds 

  } 

 

  y <- 1 

  starttime <- Sys.time() 

  for (ampliconThreshold in ampliconThresholds){ 

    x <- 1 

    for (prevalenceThreshold in prevalenceThresholds){ 

      filename <- paste0("amp", ampliconThreshold, "prev", gsub("\\.", "", 

prevalenceThreshold), ".csv") 
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      cat(filename, " x=", x, " y=", y, "\n", sep="") 

      if (file.exists(filename)) { 

        hits <- fread(filename, select = c(1:4), stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

        hits <- hits %>% mutate_at("chr", as.character) %>% mutate_at("pos", 

as.numeric) 

        for (geneName in genes) { 

          hitsForGene <- subset(hits, gene == geneName) 

          # some positions have multitple rsId's, so must do distinct 

          hitsForGene <- hitsForGene %>% select (chr, pos) %>% distinct() 

          CNAsForThreshold <- subset(CNAs, (nMinor + nMajor) >= ampliconThreshold) 

          setDT(CNAsForThreshold) # must be data.frame for join 

          setDT(hitsForGene) # must be data.frame for join 

          #samplesWithHitsForGene <- CNAsForThreshold[hitsForGene, on = .(chr = 

chr)] # join hits and samples instead of iterating 

          samplesWithHitsForGene <- unique(CNAsForThreshold[hitsForGene, 

                on = .(chr = chr, startpos < pos, endpos > pos), nomatch = 0, 

               .(sample), allow.cartesian=TRUE]) # join hits and samples instead of 

iterating 

          l <- nrow(unique(samplesWithHitsForGene)) 

          cat("(", y, ",", x, "): ", l, " samples for gene ", geneName, "\n", 

sep="") 

          hits_list[[geneName]][y,x] <- l 

        } 

      } else { 

        cat("  ", filename, " doesn't exist\n", sep="") 

      } 

      x <- x+1 

      rm(hits) 

    } # for prevalenceThreshold 

    y <- y +1 

    gc() 

  } # for ampliconThreshold 

  print(hits_list) 

  cat("Found all vaules in ", formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep="") 

 

  # For low prevalence thresholds there may not be any "new" hits compared to 

higher prevalence thresholds, 

  #for (hits in hits_list) { 

  for (geneName in names(hits_list)) { 

    hits <- hits_list[[geneName]] 

    for(row in 1:nrow(hits)) { 

      lastValue <- 0 # also replace NA with 0, or else use lastValue <- NA 

      for(col in ncol(hits):1) { 

        value <- hits[row, col] 

        #cat("(", row, ", ", col, ")  value=", value, "  lastValue=", lastValue, 

"\n", sep="") 

        if (is.na(value)){ 

          hits_list[[geneName]][row, col] <- lastValue #lastValue remains the same 

        } else { 

          lastValue <- hits[row, col] 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

    cat("Write .png for each gene.", "\n", sep="") 

  noOfSamples <- length(unique(CNAs$sample)) 

  for (geneName in names(hits_list)) { 

    print(geneName) 

    hits <- round((hits_list[[geneName]]/noOfSamples)*100) 

    g <- makeGridTable(hits, geneName, prevalenceThresholds, ampliconThresholds) 

    filename <- paste0(geneName, ".png") 

    grid.newpage() 

    png(file = filename,width=800,height=225, res = 65) 

    grid.draw(g) 

    dev.off() 

  } 
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  cat("Wrote ", length(names(hits_list)), " .png's to disk.", "\n", sep="") 

  cat("Done createFilteredHeatMap() in ", formatTime(starttime), "\n", sep="") 

  return (hits_list) 

} 

 

# Helper method for createFilteredHeatMap() 

makeGridTable <- function(hits, title, colnames, rownames) { 

  colnames(hits) <- colnames 

  rownames(hits) <- rownames 

 

  table <- tableGrob(hits, theme =ttheme_default(gpar.coretext =gpar(fontsize=2), 

gpar.coltext=gpar(fontsize=3, fontface='bold'), gpar.rowtext=gpar(fontsize=3, 

fontface='bold') )) 

  title <- textGrob(title,gp=gpar(fontsize=20)) 

  padding <- unit(2,"mm") # originally 5 

 

  table <- gtable_add_rows( 

    table, 

    heights = grobHeight(title) + padding, 

    pos = 0) 

  table <- gtable_add_grob( 

    table, 

    title, 

    1, 1, 1, ncol(table)) 

  return (table) 

} 
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TimeFormatter.R 

formatTime <- function(starttime){ 

  diff <- as.numeric(difftime(Sys.time(),starttime ,units = "secs")) 

  h <- floor(diff/3600) 

  m <- floor((diff - (h*3600))/60) 

  s <- floor((diff - (h*3600) - (m*60))) 

  str <- paste0(s, "s") 

  if (m > 0){ 

    str <- paste0(m, "m ", str) 

  } 

  if (h > 0){ 

    str <- paste0(h, "h ", str) 

  } 

  return (str) 

} 
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Parallelizer.R 

library(doParallel) #parLapply 

 

parallelize <- function(objects, method, listOfDependentMethods, noOfThreads){ 

  if (.Platform$OS.type == "windows") { #  tried with "&& noOfThreads > 1", but 

fails 

    cl <- makeCluster(noOfThreads, outfile="log.txt") # Initiate cluster 

    clusterExport(cl, listOfDependentMethods) 

    result <- parLapply(cl, objects, method) 

    stopCluster(cl) 

  } else { 

    # assume linux/unix 

    result <-  mclapply(objects, method, mc.cores=noOfThreads) 

  } 

  return (result) 

} 
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test_snp.R 

library(testthat) 

library(readr) 

library(data.table) #fread 

 

# helper method test_helper in testthat/ 

 

 

test_that("Test extraction", { 

  file <- "resources/vcf/test_file_1.vcf" 

  expectedFile <- "resources/vcf/test_file_1_expected.vcf" # preadd "tests/" if run 

in file 

  test_helper(file, expectedFile) 

}) 

 

 

# The first line in test file has three CAFs and should be discarded 

test_that("Skip rows with more than two CAFs", { 

  file <- "resources/vcf/test_file_2_three_cafs.vcf" 

  expectedFile <- "resources/vcf/test_file_2_three_cafs_expected.vcf" 

  test_helper(file, expectedFile) 

}) 

 

test_that("Skip rows with homozygous frequency 2*p*q > 0.5", { 

  file <- "resources/vcf/test_file_3_2pq_too_large.vcf" 

  expectedFile <- "resources/vcf/empty_file.vcf" 

  test_helper(file, expectedFile) 

}) 

 

 

test_file_1.vcf 

1 1 rs1 A AC . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COLUMNS;CAF=0.89,

0.11;COMMON=1 

X 2 rs2 T TA . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COLUMNS;CAF=0.8,0

.2;COMMON=1 

 

test_file_1_expected.vcf 

CHROM POS  ID REF ALT GENE CAF1 CAF2 FRQ_HZ FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL 

1   1 rs1   A  AC PTEN 0.89 0.11 0.1958            0.19 

X   2 rs2   T  TA PTEN 0.80 0.20 0.3200            0.32 

 

test_file_2_three_cafs.vcf 

1 1 rs1 A AC . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COLUMNS;CAF=0.87,

0.02,0.01;COMMON=1 

X 2 rs2 T TA . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COLUMNS;CAF=0.8,0

.2;COMMON=1 

 

test_file_2_three_cafs_expected.vcf 

CHROM POS  ID REF ALT GENE CAF1 CAF2 FRQ_HZ FRQ_HZ_INTERVAL 

X   2 rs2   T  TA PTEN 0.80 0.20 0.3200            0.32 

 

test_file_3_2pq_too_large.vcf 

 

1 238488502 rs772524314 G GGA . .

 RS=772524314;RSPOS=238488504;dbSNPBuildID=144;SSR=0;SAO=0;VP=0x05000000000500

0002000200;WGT=1;VC=DIV;ASP;CAF=0.9868,0.2596;COMMON=1 

 

empty_file.vcf 
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test_tcga.R 

library(testthat) 

library(readr) 

library(data.table) #fread 

 

 

 

test_that("Test TCGA load", { 

  tcgaSampleAnnotations  <- "resources/tcga/sample_annotations.txt" 

  tcgaSamples  <- "resources/tcga/samples.txt" 

  tcgaClinical <- "resources/tcga/clinical.txt" 

  CNAs <- loadABSOLUTE_CNAs(tcgaSamples, tcgaSampleAnnotations, tcgaClinical) 

  expect_equal(2, nrow(CNAs)) # TODO could do more specific tests of content 

}) 

 

sample_annotations.txt 

patient_barcode aliquot_barcode cancer type platform patient_annotation

 sample_annotation aliquot_annotation aliquot_annotation_updated

 AWG_excluded_because_of_pathology AWG_pathology_exclusion_reason

 Reviewed_by_EPC Do_not_use 

TCGA-00-AAAA TCGA-00-AAAA-01A-01D-A41E-01 BRCA Genome_Wide_SNP_6  

   0.0  0.0 False 

TCGA-00-MALE TCGA-00-MALE-01A-11D-A41E-01 BRCA Genome_Wide_SNP_6  

   0.0  0.0 False 

TCGA-00-PAAD TCGA-00-PAAD-01A-11D-A38F-01 PAAD Genome_Wide_SNP_6  

   0.0  1.0 False 

 

samples.txt 

Sample Chromosome Start End Num_Probes Length Modal_HSCN_1 Modal_HSCN_2

 Modal_Total_CN Subclonal_HSCN_a1 Subclonal_HSCN_a2

 Cancer_cell_frac_a1 Ccf_ci95_low_a1 Ccf_ci95_high_a1

 Cancer_cell_frac_a2 Ccf_ci95_low_a2 Ccf_ci95_high_a2 LOH

 Homozygous_deletion solution 

TCGA-00-AAAA-01 1.0 564621.0 1510801.0 53.0 946180.0 1.0 2.0

 3.0 0.0 1.0 0.25 0.08383 0.39979000000000003 0.74 0.58132

 0.89771 0.0 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-AAAA-01 1.0 1688192.0 16142960.0 4180.0 14454768.0 1.0 2.0

 3.0 0.0 1.0 0.06 0.02732 0.08989 0.85 0.8135100000000001

 0.8777299999999999 0.0 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-MALE-01 22.0 42957288.0 51199978.0 3320.0 8242690.0 1.0 1.0

 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.01545 0.08029 0.03 0.0 0.05715

 0.0 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-PAAD-01 22.0 42957288.0 51199978.0 3320.0 8242690.0 1.0 1.0

 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.01545 0.08029 0.03 0.0 0.05715

 0.0 0.0 new 

 

clinical.txt 

case_id submitter_id project_id age_at_index age_is_obfuscated

 cause_of_death cause_of_death_source created_datetime

 days_to_birth days_to_death demographic_id ethnicity gender

 occupation_duration_years premature_at_birth race state submitter_id

 updated_datetime vital_status weeks_gestation_at_birth year_of_birth

 year_of_death age_at_diagnosis ajcc_clinical_m ajcc_clinical_n

 ajcc_clinical_stage ajcc_clinical_t ajcc_pathologic_m ajcc_pathologic_n

 ajcc_pathologic_stage ajcc_pathologic_t ajcc_staging_system_edition

 anaplasia_present anaplasia_present_type ann_arbor_b_symptoms

 ann_arbor_clinical_stage ann_arbor_extranodal_involvement

 ann_arbor_pathologic_stage annotation_id case_id case_submitter_id

 category classification created_datetime creator entity_id

 entity_submitter_id entity_type legacy_created_datetime

 legacy_updated_datetime notes state status submitter_id updated_datetime

 best_overall_response breslow_thickness

 burkitt_lymphoma_clinical_variant child_pugh_classification

 circumferential_resection_margin classification_of_tumor cog_liver_stage

 cog_neuroblastoma_risk_group cog_renal_stage

 cog_rhabdomyosarcoma_risk_group created_datetime

 days_to_best_overall_response days_to_diagnosis days_to_last_follow_up
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 days_to_last_known_disease_status days_to_recurrence diagnosis_id

 enneking_msts_grade enneking_msts_metastasis enneking_msts_stage

 enneking_msts_tumor_site esophageal_columnar_dysplasia_degree

 esophageal_columnar_metaplasia_present figo_stage

 first_symptom_prior_to_diagnosis gastric_esophageal_junction_involvement

 gleason_grade_group goblet_cells_columnar_mucosa_present gross_tumor_weight

 icd_10_code igcccg_stage inpc_grade inpc_histologic_group inrg_stage

 inss_stage international_prognostic_index irs_group irs_stage

 ishak_fibrosis_score iss_stage largest_extrapelvic_peritoneal_focus

 last_known_disease_status laterality lymph_nodes_positive

 lymph_nodes_tested lymphatic_invasion_present masaoka_stage

 medulloblastoma_molecular_classification metastasis_at_diagnosis

 metastasis_at_diagnosis_site method_of_diagnosis micropapillary_features

 mitosis_karyorrhexis_index mitotic_count morphology

 non_nodal_regional_disease non_nodal_tumor_deposits ovarian_specimen_status

 ovarian_surface_involvement percent_tumor_invasion

 perineural_invasion_present peripancreatic_lymph_nodes_positive

 peripancreatic_lymph_nodes_tested peritoneal_fluid_cytological_status

 primary_diagnosis primary_gleason_grade prior_malignancy

 prior_treatment progression_or_recurrence residual_disease

 secondary_gleason_grade site_of_resection_or_biopsy state

 submitter_id supratentorial_localization synchronous_malignancy

 tissue_or_organ_of_origin created_datetime days_to_treatment_end

 days_to_treatment_start initial_disease_status

 regimen_or_line_of_therapy state submitter_id therapeutic_agents

 treatment_anatomic_site treatment_effect treatment_id

 treatment_intent_type treatment_or_therapy treatment_outcome

 treatment_type updated_datetime tumor_confined_to_organ_of_origin

 tumor_focality tumor_grade tumor_largest_dimension_diameter

 tumor_regression_grade tumor_stage updated_datetime

 vascular_invasion_present vascular_invasion_type weiss_assessment_score

 wilms_tumor_histologic_subtype year_of_diagnosis 

6623fc5e-00be-4476-967a-cbd55f676ea6 TCGA-00-AAAA TCGA-BRCA 50 -- --

 -- -- -18371 -- 64a204f0-b380-5962-a927-84af1841b6d6 not 

hispanic or latino female -- -- white released TCGA-4H-AAAK_demographic

 2019-07-31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 Alive -- 1963 -- 18371 -- --

 -- -- M0 N2a Stage IIIA T2 7th -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 not reported -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 348 -- --

 81c406cd-ad2d-552f-b543-8b2b03044686 -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- C50.9 -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- not reported -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8520/3 -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- Lobular carcinoma, NOS -- no

 No not reported -- -- Breast, NOS released TCGA-4H-

AAAK_diagnosis -- No Breast, NOS -- -- -- -- --

 released TCGA-4H-AAAK_treatment -- -- -- 68417a03-5e66-

535d-ac9a-fa6ffb98b571 -- no -- Radiation Therapy, NOS 2019-07-

31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 -- -- not reported -- -- stage iiia 2019-

08-08T16:19:58.650144-05:00 -- -- -- -- 2013 

6623fc5e-00be-4476-967a-cbd55f676ea6 TCGA-00-MALE TCGA-BRCA 50 -- --

 -- -- -18371 -- 64a204f0-b380-5962-a927-84af1841b6d6 not 

hispanic or latino male -- -- white released TCGA-4H-AAAK_demographic

 2019-07-31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 Alive -- 1963 -- 18371 -- --

 -- -- M0 N2a Stage IIIA T2 7th -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 not reported -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 348 -- --

 81c406cd-ad2d-552f-b543-8b2b03044686 -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- C50.9 -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- not reported -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8520/3 -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- Lobular carcinoma, NOS -- no

 No not reported -- -- Breast, NOS released TCGA-4H-

AAAK_diagnosis -- No Breast, NOS 2019-04-28T08:37:04.368384-05:00 --

 -- -- -- released TCGA-4H-AAAK_treatment_1 -- -- --
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 3fa452d3-4f18-5976-a016-500b4b73d683 -- yes -- Pharmaceutical 

Therapy, NOS 2019-07-31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 -- -- not reported -- --

 stage iiia 2019-08-08T16:19:58.650144-05:00 -- -- -- -- 2013 
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test_absolute_integration_test.R  

library(testthat) 

 

test_that("Test the whole processing chain from ABSOLUTE and unfiltered SNP input 

to aggregated CNAs", { 

  cat("getWd(): ", getwd(), "\n", sep="") 

  print(getwd()) 

  samples_file <- "resources/tcga_integration_test/dummy_samples.txt" 

  patients_file <- "resources/tcga_integration_test/dummy_patients.txt" 

  clinical_file <- "resources/tcga_integration_test/dummy_clinical.txt" 

  snp_file_unfiltered <- "resources/tcga_integration_test/dummy_snps.txt" 

  snp_heterozygous_frequency_threshold <- 0.2 

  prevalenceThresholds <- seq(0.0, 1.0, 0.5) 

  ampliconThresholds <- c(1:2) # MOCK 

  noOfThreads <- 2 

  returnHits <- TRUE 

  loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible <- FALSE 

  saveAggregatedToFile <- FALSE 

  hits <- process_ABSOLUTE(samples_file, patients_file, clinical_file, 

                           snp_file_unfiltered, 

snp_heterozygous_frequency_threshold, 

                           ampliconThresholds, prevalenceThresholds, 

                           noOfThreads, returnHits, loadAggregatedFilesIfPossible, 

saveAggregatedToFile) 

 

  expect_that(c("rs1"),        equals(hits$amp1prev1$id)) 

  expect_that(c("rs1", "rs2"), equals(hits$amp1prev05$id)) 

  expect_that(c("rs1"),        equals(hits$amp2prev1$id)) 

  expect_that(c("rs1", "rs2"), equals(hits$amp2prev05$id)) 

 

  # clean up 

  file.remove("amp1prev1.csv") 

  file.remove("amp1prev1.RData") 

  file.remove("amp1prev05.csv") 

  file.remove("amp1prev05.RData") 

 

  file.remove("amp2prev1.csv") 

  file.remove("amp2prev1.RData") 

  file.remove("amp2prev05.csv") 

  file.remove("amp2prev05.RData") 

 

  file.remove("SNPS above heterozygous frequency threshold.csv") 

  file.remove("SNPsGroupedOnHZFrequency.csv") 

   

 
dummy_samples.txt 

Sample Chromosome Start End Num_Probes Length Modal_HSCN_1 Modal_HSCN_2

 Modal_Total_CN Subclonal_HSCN_a1 Subclonal_HSCN_a2

 Cancer_cell_frac_a1 Ccf_ci95_low_a1 Ccf_ci95_high_a1

 Cancer_cell_frac_a2 Ccf_ci95_low_a2 Ccf_ci95_high_a2 LOH

 Homozygous_deletion solution 

TCGA-00-0P01-01 1.0 2.0 4.0 53.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0

 0.25 0.08383 0.39979000000000003 0.74 0.58132 0.89771 0.0

 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-0P01-01 1.0 7.0 8.0 53.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0

 0.25 0.08383 0.39979000000000003 0.74 0.58132 0.89771 0.0

 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-0P02-01 1.0 3.0 5.0 53.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0

 0.25 0.08383 0.39979000000000003 0.74 0.58132 0.89771 0.0

 0.0 new 

TCGA-00-0P02-01 1.0 9.0 10.0 53.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0

 0.25 0.08383 0.39979000000000003 0.74 0.58132 0.89771 0.0

 0.0 new 

 

dummy_patients.txt 

patient_barcode aliquot_barcode cancer type platform patient_annotation

 sample_annotation aliquot_annotation aliquot_annotation_updated
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 AWG_excluded_because_of_pathology AWG_pathology_exclusion_reason

 Reviewed_by_EPC Do_not_use 

TCGA-00-0P01 TCGA-00-0P01-01A-01D-A41E-01 BRCA Genome_Wide_SNP_6  

   0.0  0.0 False 

TCGA-00-0P02 TCGA-00-0P02-01A-01D-A41E-01 BRCA Genome_Wide_SNP_6  

   0.0  0.0 False 

 

dummy_clinical.txt 

case_id submitter_id project_id age_at_index age_is_obfuscated

 cause_of_death cause_of_death_source created_datetime

 days_to_birth days_to_death demographic_id ethnicity gender

 occupation_duration_years premature_at_birth race state submitter_id

 updated_datetime vital_status weeks_gestation_at_birth year_of_birth

 year_of_death age_at_diagnosis ajcc_clinical_m ajcc_clinical_n

 ajcc_clinical_stage ajcc_clinical_t ajcc_pathologic_m ajcc_pathologic_n

 ajcc_pathologic_stage ajcc_pathologic_t ajcc_staging_system_edition

 anaplasia_present anaplasia_present_type ann_arbor_b_symptoms

 ann_arbor_clinical_stage ann_arbor_extranodal_involvement

 ann_arbor_pathologic_stage annotation_id case_id case_submitter_id

 category classification created_datetime creator entity_id

 entity_submitter_id entity_type legacy_created_datetime

 legacy_updated_datetime notes state status submitter_id updated_datetime

 best_overall_response breslow_thickness

 burkitt_lymphoma_clinical_variant child_pugh_classification

 circumferential_resection_margin classification_of_tumor cog_liver_stage

 cog_neuroblastoma_risk_group cog_renal_stage

 cog_rhabdomyosarcoma_risk_group created_datetime

 days_to_best_overall_response days_to_diagnosis days_to_last_follow_up

 days_to_last_known_disease_status days_to_recurrence diagnosis_id

 enneking_msts_grade enneking_msts_metastasis enneking_msts_stage

 enneking_msts_tumor_site esophageal_columnar_dysplasia_degree

 esophageal_columnar_metaplasia_present figo_stage

 first_symptom_prior_to_diagnosis gastric_esophageal_junction_involvement

 gleason_grade_group goblet_cells_columnar_mucosa_present gross_tumor_weight

 icd_10_code igcccg_stage inpc_grade inpc_histologic_group inrg_stage

 inss_stage international_prognostic_index irs_group irs_stage

 ishak_fibrosis_score iss_stage largest_extrapelvic_peritoneal_focus

 last_known_disease_status laterality lymph_nodes_positive

 lymph_nodes_tested lymphatic_invasion_present masaoka_stage

 medulloblastoma_molecular_classification metastasis_at_diagnosis

 metastasis_at_diagnosis_site method_of_diagnosis micropapillary_features

 mitosis_karyorrhexis_index mitotic_count morphology

 non_nodal_regional_disease non_nodal_tumor_deposits ovarian_specimen_status

 ovarian_surface_involvement percent_tumor_invasion

 perineural_invasion_present peripancreatic_lymph_nodes_positive

 peripancreatic_lymph_nodes_tested peritoneal_fluid_cytological_status

 primary_diagnosis primary_gleason_grade prior_malignancy

 prior_treatment progression_or_recurrence residual_disease

 secondary_gleason_grade site_of_resection_or_biopsy state

 submitter_id supratentorial_localization synchronous_malignancy

 tissue_or_organ_of_origin created_datetime days_to_treatment_end

 days_to_treatment_start initial_disease_status

 regimen_or_line_of_therapy state submitter_id therapeutic_agents

 treatment_anatomic_site treatment_effect treatment_id

 treatment_intent_type treatment_or_therapy treatment_outcome

 treatment_type updated_datetime tumor_confined_to_organ_of_origin

 tumor_focality tumor_grade tumor_largest_dimension_diameter

 tumor_regression_grade tumor_stage updated_datetime

 vascular_invasion_present vascular_invasion_type weiss_assessment_score

 wilms_tumor_histologic_subtype year_of_diagnosis 

6623fc5e-00be-4476-967a-cbd55f676ea6 TCGA-00-0P01 TCGA-BRCA 50 -- --

 -- -- -18371 -- 64a204f0-b380-5962-a927-84af1841b6d6 not 

hispanic or latino female -- -- white released TCGA-4H-AAAK_demographic

 2019-07-31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 Alive -- 1963 -- 18371 -- --

 -- -- M0 N2a Stage IIIA T2 7th -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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 not reported -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 348 -- --

 81c406cd-ad2d-552f-b543-8b2b03044686 -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- C50.9 -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- not reported -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8520/3 -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- Lobular carcinoma, NOS -- no

 No not reported -- -- Breast, NOS released TCGA-4H-

AAAK_diagnosis -- No Breast, NOS -- -- -- -- --

 released TCGA-4H-AAAK_treatment -- -- -- 68417a03-5e66-

535d-ac9a-fa6ffb98b571 -- no -- Radiation Therapy, NOS 2019-07-

31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 -- -- not reported -- -- stage iiia 2019-

08-08T16:19:58.650144-05:00 -- -- -- -- 2013 

6623fc5e-00be-4476-967a-cbd55f676ea6 TCGA-00-0P02 TCGA-BRCA 50 -- --

 -- -- -18371 -- 64a204f0-b380-5962-a927-84af1841b6d6 not 

hispanic or latino female -- -- white released TCGA-4H-AAAK_demographic

 2019-07-31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 Alive -- 1963 -- 18371 -- --

 -- -- M0 N2a Stage IIIA T2 7th -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

 not reported -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 348 -- --

 81c406cd-ad2d-552f-b543-8b2b03044686 -- -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- C50.9 -- -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- not reported -- -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8520/3 -- -- --

 -- -- -- -- -- -- Lobular carcinoma, NOS -- no

 No not reported -- -- Breast, NOS released TCGA-4H-

AAAK_diagnosis -- No Breast, NOS -- -- -- -- --

 released TCGA-4H-AAAK_treatment -- -- -- 68417a03-5e66-

535d-ac9a-fa6ffb98b571 -- no -- Radiation Therapy, NOS 2019-07-

31T15:16:22.301720-05:00 -- -- not reported -- -- stage iiia 2019-

08-08T16:19:58.650144-05:00 -- -- -- -- 2013 

 

 

dummy_snps.txt 

1 4 rs1 A AC . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COL

UMNS;CAF=0.79,0.21;COMMON=1 

1 5 rs2 A AC . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COL

UMNS;CAF=0.79,0.21;COMMON=1 

1 6 rs3 A AC . .

 RS=NOE;;GENEINFO=PTEN:5728|LOC107984250:107984250;NUMBER;OF;COL

UMNS;CAF=0.79,0.21;COMMON=1 
 


